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DISCLAIMER

DL MONTE-2 is a state of the art project and, as such, being in continuous gradual de-
velopment. For example, there will always be some undocumented features that might
not work correctly or fully. These, if discovered, should be used with extreme care! New
features that are added and documented in releases, albeit having passed the developers’
tests, may still produce run-time errors or unexpected results in certain (yet undetermined)
cases. Therefore, users’ feedback would be highly appreciated, provided it is instructive and
sufficiently detailed.

If the user is interested in accelerated access to a specific functionality that is under (or
scheduled for) developement, and/or wishes to facilitate prioritised development of a novel
methodology in DL MONTE-2, the best practice is to initiate a dialogue with the devel-
opment team. Should the feature be approved for accelerated development, it is expected
that this should take the form of a collaborative effort (within the spirit of the CCP5 remit)
between the proposer and the development team.

Neither the STFC, CCP5, EPSRC, nor any of the authors of the DL MONTE-2 package
or its derivatives guarantee that the package is free from error. Neither do they accept
responsibility for any loss or damage that may result from its usage.

Use of the DL MONTE-2 package without charge is confined to academic research only.
Commercial use can only be permissible following negotiation with Daresbury Laboratory.
Users are not allowed to redistribute the program in any form to third parties.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 About DL MONTE-2

DL MONTE is a parallel Monte Carlo simulation package originally developed at Dares-
bury Laboratory by Dr John Purton under the auspices of the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC [1]) for the EPSRC’s Collaborative Computational
Project for the Computer Simulation of Condensed Phases (CCP5 [2]). Since 2015 a re-
search grant (EP/M011291/1) obtained from the EPSRC’s Software for the Future pro-
gramme by Profs. Nigel Wilding (Physics, University of Bath), Steve Parker (Chemistry,
University of Bath) and John Purton (Daresbury Laboratory) has funded the further de-
velopement of DL MONTE-2.

Acknowledgements: Prof Bill Smith and Dr Ilian Todorov provided some general purpose
routines such as code for geometric transformations of the simulation cell and the module
for text parsing. Contributions have also been made by Stephen Cox (University Colledge
London) and Dmytro Antypov (University of Liverpool).

Recent optimisations (up to a few times speed-up vs DL MONTE ver. 1) have been
done by Dr Andrey Brukhno (Computational Chemistry Group, SCD/STFC, Daresbury).
Extra optimisations (Ewald summs and molecule rotations) are due to recent efforts of Dr
James Grant (Chemistry, University of Bath).

The new features and functionality in DL MONTE-2 have been developed by a joint
effort of Dr Andrey Brukhno (SCD/STFC, Daresbury), Dr Tom Underwood (Physics, Uni-
versity of Bath) and Dr James Grant (Chemistry, University of Bath).
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1.2 Objectives

The purpose of the DL MONTE-2 package is to provide a Monte Carlo simulation software
that is inexpensive, accessible and sufficiently generalised to be used in broad academic
research. That is, registered users have direct access to the source code for inspection and
modification. In the spirit of the enterprise, contributions in the form of working code are
welcome, provided the code is compatible with DL MONTE-2 in regard to its interfaces
and programming style and it is adequately documented.

One of the objectives of DL MONTE-2 is also to provide an alternative (Monte Carlo)
methodology for users of DL POLY [3, 4]. Therefore, experience of using DL POLY would
be advantageous for the user, as the DL MONTE-2 I/O interface and overall workflow is
very similar, albeit not identical, to that of DL POLY. For example, the input to both
programs is arranged via three compulsory input files: CONFIG, CONTROL and FIELD.
DL MONTE-2 also uses the same internal units as DL POLY.

1.3 Functionality

The user is expected to be familiar with the general concepts, models and technical aspects
of molecular simulation. Therefore, we do not discuss in detail numerical algorithms for
calculation of the underlying interaction potentials and their implementation schemes such
as the Ewald summation for efficient electrostatics treatment, various forms of short-range
Van der Waals terms, or contributions arising from three- and four-body interactions.

The methodologies currently available in DL MONTE-2 are listed below.

Statistical ensembles

• Canonical – NV T

• Isobaric-isothermal – NpT

• Isotension-isothermal – NpxyT (incl. slit or slab constraints)

• Grand Canonical – µV T (incl. cavity bias)

• Semi-Grand Canonical – ∆µV T (species mutation/swaps)

• Generalised Gibbs

Force fields (interaction potentials)

• Electrostatics – direct, force-shifted & Ewald summation

• Two-body – bonded and non-bonded: Van der Waals, user-defined (optionally)
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• Three-body – bonded and non-bonded (bending angles)

• Four-body – bonded only (dihedral angles)

• Semi-conductor – Tersoff (many-body)

• Metal – Sutton/Chen, EAM & Gupta (many-body)

Free energy difference (FED) methods

• Umbrella sampling (US) – harmonic or tabulated bias

• Expanded/extended ensemble (EE) – iterative bias optimisation

• Wang-Landau (WL) scheme – on-the-fly bias optimisation

• Transition Matrix (TM) approach – staged TM bias optimisation

• Lattice/Phase Switch (PSMC) Monte Carlo – FED between two phases

Scenarios beyond conventional MC simulation

• FED along volume in NpT ensemble

• FED along the centre-of-mass (COM) separation for two atomic groups

• FED in a range of temperatures or inverse temperatures (T or β)

• Parallel replica-exchange (RE) in a range of T values (RE-FED w.r.t. COM distance)

• Parallel replica-exchange (RE) in a range of T values (no FED)

• Parallel generation of a few independent MC trajectories at the same T (no RE)

• Planar nano-pore geometry constraints (‘slit’/‘slab’)

• Cavity Bias on an orthogonal 3D grid or mesh

The current DL MONTE-2 version is the 5-th major release. Although every effort has
been exerted to debug the code, as is usual in state-of-the-art software development, some
bugs might have slipped out of developers’ sight. The user is encouraged to inform the
developers about any inconsistencies or errors found while using DL MONTE-2, so that
they can be rectified.

Note that there may be certain differences in the format of the input files (especially
CONTROL) between the previous and current releases. These are mostly due to the in-
clusion of the Gibbs ensemble, input optimisations as well as newly introduced features.
In addition, whilst the parallel FED and lattice/phase switch algorithms are still being
developed the format of the input and output files for simulations invoking these features
may still be revised.
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Installation and Execution

Since DL MONTE-2 is a self-contained software package, it does not depend on any uncom-
mon third-party libraries or modules. The only prerequisite is a standard MPI library nec-
cessary for compilation and execution in a parallel environment, which is normally present
on a system with several nodes, CPUs/cores. Thus, the installation process comprises three
straightforward steps:

• Download dl monte v#.##.tar.gz archive from CCPForge, project DL MONTE-2

• Unpack the source code from the archive

• Compile the source and copy the executable(s) to a convenient location

In order to download the source code, it is necessary to register as a DL MONTE-
2 user on CCPForge (see ccpforge.cse.rl.ac.uk/gf/project/dlmonte2).

Unpacking the archive can be done either in a file manager or by issuing the following
command in a terminal:

tar -xvf dl_monte_v#.##.tar.gz

where # symbol stands for version numbers (note that the actual package or patch archive
may be named differently). This will create directory dlmonte2 containing the FORTRAN
source files, two Makefiles and helper script(s) to be used for compilation of executables,
either for serial or parallel runs, see below.

In order to avoid copying the executable(s) into a working directory for each simulation
run, the user is advised to store these in a location that is included in the system environ-
ment variable PATH, e.g. $HOME/bin/, or alternatively add the full path to dlmonte2/bin/

to PATH. This way the executables can be found and launched from any location.

8
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2.1 Compilation

To aid compilation of DL MONTE-2 two general makefiles are provided: Makefile SLR

builds an executable DLMONTE-SRL.X for serial simulations, while Makefile PRL builds an
executable for parallel simulations DLMONTE-PRL.X (initially placed in directory ‘./bin/’).

To invoke a particular makefile the user has to copy it to the generic makefile Makefile

in the directory containing the source code (normally dlmonte2/), after which the following
command (issued from within the same directory) will perform compilation:

./make <target>

where <target> is a mnemonic specification of the desired compiler and/or execution envi-
ronment, e.g. gfortran, mpi, openmpi, intel etc (without the brackets). Upon successful
compilation, the executable(s) will be stored in subdirectory ‘./bin/’.

While we would encourage users to explore the optimal configuration for their systems
we have found that the vector intrinsics employed within the Intel compiler suite can offer
significant performance benefits when long range (Coulombic) interactions are requried.

Users can look through the available target options in the Makefile to select the desired
mneumonic. Evidently, the user can modify the selected makefile so as to add a new target
with specific compilation rules different from the already available ones.

The included default Makefile is a copy of Makefile PRL, i. e. the makefile for building
the MPI-enabled executable. In this case a typical command for compilation is make mpi.
For most modern Linux/UNIX environments this command is sufficient to build a working
version of DL MONTE-2, provided an MPI library is present in the system. This way
DLMONTE-PRL.X can be run in either serial or parallel mode, see below.

Note: to allow for extra optimisations related to the CPU architecture, two variants of
the VdW energy calculations are provided as two distinct modules: ‘vdw direct module.f90’
and ‘vdw tables module.f90’. These are mostly equivalent in their interface and function-
ality (except for user-defined potentials), but allow for building two types of executables,
using either direct or tabulated-and-interpolated VdW calculus. The user is advised
to try and compare both in order to see which type is more efficient in their environment.
Evidently, only one of the modules must be used for compilation at a time, which is achieved
by copying one of the files under a generic name ‘vdw module.f90’.

The selection of correct modules and targets for different builds is greatly
simplified with the aid of a helper script called ‘build:’, which is provided now
(ver.2.02+) in addition to Makefile(s). The script aids compilation and building specific
executables and places them in subdirectory ‘./bin’. If no command-line option is given,
the script produces a help message that guides the user through the available options and
targets. The script also accepts an option for ”cleaning” the source directory from all object
and precompiled module files (*.o *.mod), which is invoked by ‘./build: clean’.

Users are advised to check the contents of subdirectory ‘./bin’ for the names of the
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created executables and copy those to their ‘/home/user/bin’ so as to make them available
for launching from any other working directory.

2.2 Execution

DL MONTE-2 requires three compulsory input files prepared beforehand: CONTROL,
CONFIG and FIELD (see Section 3.1). Normally, prior to a simulation run one has to create
a separate directory containing the input files and, possibly, a DL MONTE-2 executable
(if it is not located in any directory specified by the environment variable PATH).

Then, assuming the input files and the executable named DLMONTE.X are found in the
working directory, execution in the serial mode (i. e. on a single CPU core) is started by
the following command:

./DLMONTE.X [> report.log 2>&1 &]

where DLMONTE.X is a local copy of either DLMONTE-SRL.X or DLMONTE-PRL.X. Note that,
when the executable is found within PATH, e.g. in $HOME/bin/, the reference to the current
directory ‘./’ must be dropped.

The optional instruction appearing above in the square brackets ‘> report.log 2>&1’
can be useful for redirecting the messages from the so-called standard error & output (i. e.
from the terminal window/screen) into a local file ‘report.log’. At the same time it sends
the execution to the background, releasing the command line for further input.

Execution in the parallel mode (i. e. on a system with several nodes/CPUs/cores and
MPI libraries preinstalled) is typically initiated with the command

./mpirun -np <num_procs> DLMONTE.X [> report.log 2>&1 &]

where <num procs> stands for the number of parallel (MPI) processes (or threads) to be
used. However, the actual commands are often platform dependent and, therefore, the user
should consult with the system documentation in the first instance. This is especially true
in the environment of a high performance cluster or grid.

The two mechanisms of parallelisation implemented in DL MONTE-2

• A distributed data parallelism based on particle decomposition is employed, where
a single MC trajectory is generated in the course of a simulation while using several
parallel threads. In this case only one configuration box (or “replica”) is provided in
the input (see the description of the CONFIG file in Sec. 3.1.4), and energy updates
for the same configration are uniformly distributed between the parallel threads within
the same workgroup. This way each thread carries out only part of the computations
necessary at every MC step.
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Note that a single workgroup (and, hence, one master process) is associated with
this type of parallel simulation. However, the implementation is such that all threads
perform equivalent tasks, whilst virtually all the output is done by the master thread
(one exception being that critical error messages could be thrown by any thread).

• A so-called “poor man” parallelisation mechanism is used when two or more dif-
ferent MC trajectories are generated at the same time. In this case the simulation
can be started with one or more configuration boxes given in the input. The replicas
and the corresponding MC trajectories, being treated by different parallel processes,
are fed with different random sequences and/or given distinct thermodynamic condi-
tions. This mode of parallelism is especially suited for simulating the same system at
different thermodynamics conditions, while some sort of data exchange or swapping
is performed between the replicas simulated in parallel; a typical example would be
a parallel replica exchange simulation.

Note that in this type of parallel simulation every MC trajectory is assigned to a sep-
arate workgroup and master process, and hence the minimum required number
of parallel (MPI) threads equals the number of replicas (trajectories) to be considered.
By the same token, it is possible to combine the two parallelisation mecha-
nisms only if the total number of MPI threads employed is a multiple of
the number of MC trajectories to be generated at the same time.



Chapter 3

Data Files

3.1 The INPUT Files

DL MONTE-2 requires the following three input files for all simulations:

• CONTROL – general parameters of a simulation run (job);

• CONFIG – simulation cell (box) specification and the initial microscopic state (con-
figuration) in terms of the atom coordinates;

• FIELD – atomic and/or molecular species specification, including the geometric topol-
ogy (intramolecular bonds, angles etc.) and the force fields (interaction potentials).

The following subsections describe the contents and formats of these files in detail.

Note that certain types of simulation require additional input files beyond the three just
mentioned, e.g. phase-switch Monte Carlo simulations – see below.

3.1.1 The CONTROL File

The file named CONTROL contains the main simulation parameters, such as the thermody-
namic conditions, statistical ensemble, sampling schemes, output frequencies etc. Generally,
its format is based on the use of directives, keywords and numerical specs. Comments
are also allowed, starting with the hash symbol, ‘#’, after which the remainder of a line is
ignored. Thus, a non-empty line that does not start with ‘#’ is read as an input record.

Keywords are character strings separated by spaces. A directive is a set of keywords
which can be complemented by numerical data appearing on the same record (line). Each
directive invokes a particular mode of operation and, if necessary, also specifies contextual
numerical parameters. Some directives can require more than one keyword so as to qual-
ify the directive by, for example, enabling alternative rules or input, e. g. different (but
equivalent in their effect) parameter sets associated with the same directive.

12
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The format and keywords have been largely adopted from DL POLY package(s). How-
ever, the different functionality between DL MONTE-2 and DL POLY leads to inevitable
discrepancies in their inputs.

The CONTROL file is free-formatted in the sense that its is not case sensitive
and no specific format of numerical data is presumed, i. e. numeric parameters can take
the form most convenient for the user. To avoid confusion, integers should not contain a
floating point. Keywords and numerics must be correctly ordered and separated by spaces.

Normally, unless specified otherwise, numerical data are entered at the end of a record,
following the directive and its additional keywords (if any). To aid readability, comment
and blank lines may be added anywhere in the CONTROL file. Additional annotation for
a given record may be also included directly after all the necessary keywords and numerics.

Most directives can appear in any order, with the following exceptions:

• The simulation title is to be given in the first non-commented line (up to 80
characters – any symbol(s) beyond this length will be ignored).

• The USE section – Directives starting with the keyword ‘use’ comprise a special
block which must follow directly after the title, i. e. precede any other directive. This
is necessary because these directives modify the general operation of DL MONTE-2.
This section must be closed by the directive ‘finish [use-block]’.

• The FED subsection – Directives specifying the usage of free energy difference
(FED) methodologies must be grouped together and included within the USE block,
starting with the directive ‘use fed’ and closing with the directive ‘fed done’. All
the other (inner) FED-related directives must start with the keyword ‘fed’.

• The START directive must be the last record as it terminates input and initiates
execution of the simulation. DL MONTE-2 ignores any remainder of the CONTROL
file below this directive. It is, therefore, advisable to enter it as ‘start simulation’.
All the other directives must occur in between the records ‘finish’ and ’start’.

Note that DL MONTE-2 adheres to a no default operation rule! That is, no par-
ticular action is assumed unless it is explicitly specified in the input. For example, no MC
move for any atomic or molecular species is attempted “by default”. One exception from
the “no default” rule is the presumed use of canonical ensemble as long as no directive
in the CONTROL file overrides it. That is, if only standard translation and/or rotation MC
moves are specified, i. e. no insertion/deletion or mutation of species, nor volume moves
are applied, then sampling is carried out in NV T ensemble.
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An example CONTROL file for the case of a GCMC simulation of Ar within silicalite is
given below. The general structure of the file and the most common directives are apparent
from this example.

# Commented out lines start with ’#’

# The first non-commented line must contain the simulation title

GCMC for Ar in zeolite using partial pressure

# ’Use’ section must follow the title & end with directive ’finish’

use gaspressure # use gas partial pressure for GCMC

finish # close ’use <feature>’ section

# Thermodynamic conditions

temperature 298.0 # temperature / Kelvin

#pressure 0.001 # pressure / katm

#epsilon 78.8 # medium dielectric permitivity

# Technical specs

#nbrlist auto # use neighbour list to speed up energy calculations

noewald 1 # no electrostatics in simulation box 1

# Simulation output & sampling frequencies

steps 12500 # total number of MC steps

equilibration 2500 # number of MC steps for equilibration

print 1000 # print state every 1000 MC steps (OUTPUT)

stack 1000 # stack size for block averaging

sample coordinates 10000 # dump configuration every 10000 steps

# (REVCON & ARCHIVE)

# Random walk specs

acceptatmmoveupdate 200 # optimise max atom displacement every 200 steps

# displacement MC moves for atoms

#move atom 1 60 # attempt moving atoms 60% of the time

#Ar core 0.002 # atom type to move

# volume moves in NpT

#move volume cubic lnV 1 # isotropic V moves, 1% of the time, hopping in ln(V)

# GCMC moves - insertion/deletion of atoms

move gcinsertatom 1 100 1.8 # GCMC: no. of atom types, frequency, overlap distance

Ar core 0.002 # atom type & its partial pressure in katm

# Stop reading CONTROL & start simulation, anything below ’start’ is ignored

start simulation run
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Notational conventions

In a moment we elaborate upon the possible directives in CONTROL. We use the
following conventions (the actual input does not contain quotes or brackets):

• Keywords in plane bold face are definite, i. e. they must occur in the CONTROL
file exactly as shown. In tables they are used without quotes, whereas in the main text
and descriptions they appear ‘in single quotes’, so not to be confused with highlighted
text.

• <Keywords> in bold italic face and <embraced in angular brackets> signify a
choice to be made from a few alternative keywords. The definite keywords to replace
these on a data record are given with their explanation somewhere nearby in the text.

• [In square brackets] are shown optional specifications which can be omitted in the
input. These may include several keywords, parts thereof and also numerics.

• Numerical data, if any, appear in the end of a record and are shown in mathematical
notation, making it easier to understand the meaning and type of the data. Where
necessary, their description provides additional details.

3.1.2 The USE Section

The directives within the USE section must start with the keyword ‘use’, and the entire
section must be closed with the keyword ‘finish’ (without ‘use’). The keywords that can
occur in separate ‘use’ directives are briefly described in the table below.

directive: use <keyword> <specs (if any)>

keyword/specs description

feynmanhibbs apply Feynman-Hibbs correction to Lennard-Jones VdW potential
(this option is currently only available in the ‘tabulated’ compilation)

seq[atm]move loop over the system and attempt relevant atom moves sequentially
seq[atm]movernd loop over the system and attempt relevant atom moves randomly

(by default at each MC iteration a single atom is picked up at random)

seqmolmove loop over the system and attempt molecule translations sequentially
seqmolmovernd loop over the system and attempt molecule translations randomly

(by default at each MC iteration a single molecule is picked up at random)

seqmolrot loop over the system and attempt molecule rotations sequentially
seqmolrotrnd loop over the system and attempt molecule rotations randomly

(by default at each MC iteration a single molecule is picked up at random)
rotquaternion use quaternion method to rotate molecules (rather than the Euler method)
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ortho[gonal] use orthogonal PBC, applicable for cubic and orthorhombic cells
reset n wrap all atom positions back into the primary cell every n steps

(‘use ortho’ flag ensures this is done at every MC step automatically)

chempotkt apply GCMC with chemical potential(s) specified in kBT units
chempotkj apply GCMC with chemical potential(s) specified in kJ/mol
gaspressure apply GCMC with gas partial pressure(s) specified in katm

(by default GCMC simulations use chemical activity)

orient[ations] enable functionality for tracking and outputting the orientations
of molecules; (a prerequisite for sample orient[ations] in the
main block of CONTROL, see Sec. 3.1.3)

fed <flavor> [n] employ FED scheme of type flavor, with one attempt every n
steps; (can only be used with a complete FED block, see below)

repexch nr ∆T n employ parallel replica exchange (RE) method using:
nr replicas at different temperatures separated by ∆T ,
one swap of adjacent replicas will be attempted every n steps;
setting ∆T = 0 switches off swapping of replicas but allows to
generate nr independent MC trajectories at the same T ;
(the number of MPI nodes or threads must be a multiple of nr)

cavitybias [mesh] [all ∆]/[∆x ∆y ∆z] [radius] Rc n
invoke cavity bias in GCMC and Gibbs ensembles:
by default “cavities” are assigned to the node points of an orthogonal
3D grid with spacing determined by the three values: ∆x ∆y ∆z;
however, if keyword ‘mesh’ is used then each node is associated
with a “cavity cell” (normally a cubelet) centered at that node;
one can provide a single size value for a grid with equidistant
spacing in all three dimensions by specifying: ‘all ∆’;
Rc is the effective radius of a cavity core sphere used in a search
for vacant cavity points or cells;
a grid node (or a mesh cell) is considered “free” (i.e. vacant)
if a core sphere centered at it does not overlap with any of same-size
core spheres centered at the positions of all the atoms present.

default optionally, the user can provide a single line: ‘use default’
to indicate that no alternative option is enabled;
no other ‘use’ record should be active in this case!

finish [use block] closing directive for the use block (not preceded by keyword ‘use’)
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Below we illustrate the ‘USE’ section in the header of a CONTROL file with a typical
example that invokes the use of ‘seqmovernd’ and ‘orthogonal’ options.

# Simulation title (this is a comment line)

Example header with ‘use ... finish’ block

# USE block - start

# If only the standard (default) behaviour is required, then

# uncomment the next line and comment out the lines before ‘finish’

# use default # use none

use seqmovernd

use ortho

finish # USE block - end

# ... (the rest of simulation parameters)

start simulation

3.1.2.1 The FED Subsection

In the case of free energy evalutation, a dedicated FED subsection is to be included within
the USE section. As is hinted in the table above, the FED block is started with the directive
‘use fed <flavour> [n]’, where flavor stands for one of the following keywords: ‘gen’ (for
“general” or “generic”) or ‘ps’ (both to be entered without brackets or quotes). The last
parameter in square brackets, n, is an optional integer number, specifying the frequency of
FED sampling attempts (where necessary). For remarks and advice on the choice of n the
user is referred to a note on “Frequency of FED attempts” below.

The ‘gen’ flavor corresponds to a conventional FED methodology based on hopping
along an order parameter (or reaction coordinate); the following choices being currently
available: umbrella sampling (US), expanded ensemble (EE), Wang-Landau (WL) or tran-
sition matrix (TM) schemes, to be selected via another directive, see below.

In contrast, the ‘ps’ flavor corresponds to the phase-switch Monte Carlo method (PSMC)
for evaluating the FED between two phases. The essence of this method is ‘switching’ Monte
Carlo moves which take the system directly from one phase to the other, bypassing any
impassable thermodynamic barriers which separate the two phases. However these moves
are almost always rejected using conventional sampling. To circumvent this problem, a
special order parameter is used (see below) which guides the system to configurations from
which switching moves are likely to be successful. This order parameter, in conjunction
with switching moves, defines a tractable pathway between the two phases, which in the
PSMC simulation itself is traversed using one of the aforementioned schemes (US, EE or
WL) for hopping along the PSMC order parameter ‘space’. The scheme to be used in
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PSMC is specified in the same manner as described above for the ‘gen’ flavor, i. e. via
another directive as described next.

Note that if the ‘ps’ flavor is invoked then additional PSMC-specific directives are read
from a block of records which begins immediately after the record containing the directive
‘use fed ps [n]’, and concluding at a record containing the directive ‘ps done’. Further
details are provided in the note “PSMC-specific directives” below. Moreover if the ‘ps’
flavor is invoked then two additional input files are required by DL MONTE-2, namely
CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2. These files ‘define’ what constitutes phases 1 and 2, as well
as how the switch move transforms between these phases. Furthermore, two configurations
are required in the CONFIG file. Further details regarding CONFIG.1, CONFIG.2 and
CONFIG for PSMC are provided in Section 3.1.4.

Frequency of FED attempts and tune-up parameter updates

The user must be knowledgeable and careful to require reasonable frequencies for FED
attempts (as well as updates of the method’s tune-up parameters), aiming at the optimum
efficiency of sampling in both the FED order parameter and the configuration space. In
many cases attempting FED moves every (n) few hundred regular MC steps would suffice.
However, the parameter n can also be omitted, then the value of n = 1 is assumed, i. e. MC
attempts associated with the FED calculation are performed at every MC cycle along with
normal MC attempts. One has to remember, though, that the choice of n = 1 is only viable
when FED is sought along an order parameter, or reaction coordinate, that intrinsically
depends on the configuration or structure in the simulated system. In such cases FED
attempts are inevitably combined with regular MC attempts upon altering the positions
of atoms. It is, then, meaningless to set n > 1 and, therefore, under these conditions
DL MONTE-2 will always reset n equal to 1, irrespective of the value provided in the
input, and a warning will appear in the OUTPUT file. By this token, n is not applicable,
even if present, to the ‘ps’ flavor and any order parameter based on tracking positions of
atoms, molecules or their combinations (e. g. parameter type ‘com2’ for two centers of
mass).

The table below presents the general format of the additional compulsory directives nec-
essary to complete the FED input. The order and meaning of the numerical specifications
at the end of each directive also follow.

directive: fed <keywords> <specs>

keywords/specs description

method <name> <specs>
invoke a particular FED approach identified by its name:
US – umbrella sampling with non-varying biasing potential
EE – expanded/extended ensemble iteration for updating bias
WL – Wang-Landau on-the-fly bias updating scheme
TM – transition matrix staged bias updating scheme
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the set of specs is specific for each method, see below.

order [param] <name> Ngrid xmin xmax [npow [win wmin wmax] ]
define the order parameter (reaction coordinate) name and grid;
where the sampling range and grid type are defined as follows:

Ngrid – the number of grid points (integer)
xmin – the lower bound for the range (real)
xmax – the upper bound for the range (real)
npow – the exponent of growth between the grid points (integer),
where |npow| ∈ [1, 2, 3] allowed only: 1 = linear growth (default)
and npow < 0 reads the input bias (in kBT ) from FEDDAT.000 file.

the presence of the keyword win, followed by values for
wmin and wmax (both real), enforces that the order parameter
range be constrained to be within a given ‘window’: the
system will be driven such that its order parameter resides
between wmin and wmax, and remain there indefinitely (all moves
taking the system outwith this range will be rejected).

the order parameter name can be one of the following:

volume – for FED within a volume range (in NpT ensemble)
temp – for FED within a temperature range
beta – for FED within an inverse temperature range
com2 – for FED along the separation between two COMs
nmols – for FED within a range of the total number of
molecules (in µV T ensemble)
ps[mc] – for PSMC (only to be used with ‘ps’ flavor)
hardps – a rescaled version of the PSMC order parameter
suitable for hard-sphere systems (only to be used with ‘ps’ flavor)

In the case of ‘com2’ at least two extra directives are required,
in order to define the two groups of molecules or atoms
for which the centers of mass (COM) are to be calculated;
An optional third directive for ‘com2’ can be added
to specify the type of correction to be used for the FED bias.

If the ‘ps’ flavor is used then one of the two PSMC
order parameters ‘ps’ or ‘hardps’ should be used:
a warning is output by DL MONTE-2 if this is not the case.

closing directive: fed done
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As is suggested by the format of the directive ‘fed method <name> <specs>’, a set
of specs is expected at the end of the record. These are the numerical parameters required
for a particular FED method, as described below. Note that their number may be different
for each method, but at least three parameter values are expected.

directive: fed method <name> <specs>

name/specs description

US x0 kf nupd parameters for the umbrella sampling method,
where the harmonic (parabolic) biasing potential is applied:

βUbias(x) = kf
2 (x− x0)2

x0 – location of the bias minim (order parameter unit, real)
kf – bias force constant (corresponds to kBT units, real)
nupd – frequency of printing out FED results (integer; 1000)
note: arbitrary input bias (in kBT ) can be read from FEDDAT.000 file

EE η0 cupd nupd [nitr ibeg iend ω]
parameters for the expanded ensemble method,
where the trial biasing potential is iteratively updated:

βU
(k+1)
bias (xi) = βU

(k)
bias(xi) + η(k) ln{h(k)(xi)/h0}

η0 ∈ (0, 1] – initial damping factor for the bias update (real)

cupd > 1 – scaling factor for η increments, η(k+1) = η(k)cupd (real)
nupd – frequency of updating the bias & the value of η,

and printing out FED results (MC cycles, integer; 1000)

h(xi) and h0 above are the number of hits in the i-th bin on x grid
and a suitable reference value, normally h0 = h(xmax)

WL δ0 cupd nupd [nitr ibeg iend ω]
parameters for the Wang-Landau scheme,
where the trial biasing potential is updated at every FED attempt:

βŨbias(x) = βUbias(x) + δ

δ0 ∈ (0, 1] – initial “droplet” value for the bias update (real)

cupd < 1 – scaling factor for δ decrements, δ(k+1) = δ(k)cupd (real)
nupd – frequency of δ decrements and

printing out FED results (MC cycles, integer; 1000)
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[nitr ibeg iend ω] optional parameters for bais smoothing (EE and WL only):
nitr ∈ [1, 5] – iterations for 3-point running averages (integer)
[ibeg, iend] – the smoothing range in terms of bins (integers)
ω – weight of the central bin in the running averages (real, 0.5)

TM [nout nupd <mode>]
parameters for the transition matrix scheme, where the
trial biasing potential periodically updated via

βŨbias(x) = − ln p(x),

where p(x) is the probability of the system exhibiting order
parameter x (if there were no biasing), and p(x) is inferred
from the transition matrix over FED states (i.e., the matrix
containing the number of transitions between all pairs of ‘bins’
on the order parameter grid which have occurred so far during the
simulation, correcting for the bias). The significance of the
arguments is as follows:

nupd – frequency of updates to the biasing potential;
nout – frequency of output of biasing potential and transition
matrix to output files FEDDAT.NNN MMM and TMATRX.NNN
respectively (see Sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7) (the potential
is updated before output);
mode – flag determining whether to initialise the
transition matrix from a file TMATRX (whose format
is the same as the output file TMATRX.NNN): res[ume]
reads the initial transition matrix from TMATRX, and new
(default) assumes no prior transition matrix

In the case of EE and WL methods, an additional (optional) set of parameters may be
included directly after the three compusory values. These invoke a de-noising algorithm ap-
plied to the trial biasing potential (and, hence, the estimated FED profile) at each iteration
on updating the bias feedback parameters, i. e. at every nupd step. No smoothing is applied
by default. It is, though, sufficient to provide only the first parameter for employing nitr

iterations of de-noising, which will be based on 3-point running averages (default ω = 0.5)
on the entire FED grid. Specifying the three other parameters allows for fine-tuning the
range of smoothing and the weights in the averages (ω cannot be set smaller than 1/3).

Note also for EE and WL that nupd given in the input sets only the initial value. Every
time the current FED results are printed out (and at the same time the tune-up parameters
are updated), the next MC step for the FED output (and the feedback optimisation) is reset
to ñupd = 2nupd. For instance, if a simulation started with nupd = 50000, the first two FED
iterations will comprise 50000 MC steps each; however, the third and all the later FED
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iterations will last twice the time of the previous iteration: 100000, 200000, 400000 etc..
The progressively increasing length of subsequent FED iterations is especially justified in the
case of EE and WL schemes, where the efficiency of the bias feedback depends critically on
the quality of the underlying statistics. The collection of reliable statistics can be improved
and sped-up by performing FED calculations in conjunction with replica-exchange in a
range of temperatures, which has been enabled in DL MONTE-2 since version 2.03 (order
parameter ‘com2’ for now).

Note for the TM method that the bias function is recalculated from scratch every
nupd moves, using the matrix of inferred transitions between pairs of FED states for the
simulation so far. Hence if the initial biasing potential is read from the FEDDAT.000 file
(by setting npow < 0 in the method directive) then it will be ‘lost’ the first time the bias
function is updated using the TM method. In the TM method information from accepted
and rejected moves are used to build up the matrix of inferred transitions. This includes
moves which are rejected due to the fact that they take the system outwith the range wmin

to wmax if the win keyword is used in the ‘fed order’ directive.

The following example is to clarify the FED settings in the case of using EE or WL
methods (the input for EE has been commented out).

# Simulation title

FED NPT for Lennard-Jones fluid

# USE block - start

use seqmove

use reset 100

# FED block - start

use fed generic 1

#fed method EE 0.4 1.1 50000 3

fed method WL 0.01 0.71 50000 3 10 150 0.333

fed order volume 160 400. 2000. 1

fed done # FED block - end

finish # USE block - end

temperature 300.0 # K, corresponds to T*=1.1876

pressure 3.88848 # katm, corresponds to p*=0.1125

noewald all # no treatment for electrostatics

steps 1600000 # total number of MC moves

equilibration 0 # equilibration period

stack 1000 # block size for collecting statistics
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print 10000 # frequency of printing to OUTPUT file

stats 10000 # frequency of printing to STATIS file

sample volume 10 10. # frequency of collecting P(V), and V-grid bin

sample coordinates 10000 # frequency of writing configurations (ARCHIVE)

acceptatmmoveupdate 1000 # frequency of atom move optimization

acceptvolupdate 1000 # frequency of volume move optimization

maxatmdist 0.350 # max atom displacement / Angstrom

maxvolch 0.065 # max variation at V-move below

move atom 1 50 # move 1 atom type in sweeps 50% of time

LJ core # atom type to move

move volume cubic InvL 50 # isotropic V moves 50% of time, hopping in 1/L

check 100000 # check energies at every 100000-th step

start simulation

Specifying COM groups for order parameter ‘com2’

For FED evaluation with respect to the separation between two centers of mass (COMs),
one has to define the corresponding two groups of molecules and, possibly, atoms. This is
done directly after the directive ‘fed order’ (see above), by providing one record per COM
as follows.

fed order [param] com2 <N_grid> <r_min> <r_max> [<n_pow>]

com1 mol[ecules] <set> [atoms <set>]

com2 mol[ecules] <set> [atoms <set>]

Here set is a space-delimited sequence of indices. Note that at least one molecule index
based on counting molecules within the CONFIG file must be given, since the (optional)
specification for atoms assumes atom indices within the corresponding molecule(s)! Within
a set all the “grouped” species can be merely enumerated. However, several successive
indices can be conveniently specified as a range by providing only the two utmost indices
with a double-dot in between, as exemplified below.

fed order com2 250 15.0 65.0

com1 molecule 1 atoms 2 5 .. 8 10 12 .. 14 19

com2 molecules 3 .. 7

In this case the first COM group includes atoms of the same molecule, whereas the
entire set of atom indices (within the molecule with index 1) is: 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14,
19. The second COM group consists of whole molecules with indices: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, all their
atoms included.
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PSMC-specific directives

As mentioned above, PSMC-specific directives are read from a block immediately fol-
lowing the directive ‘use fed ps [n]’, where the directive ‘ps done’ signifies the end of
the block. We refer to this as the ‘PSMC block’. To restate, the PSMC-specific directives,
listed below, are to appear on records (lines) after the record containing ‘use fed ps [n]’,
and before the record containing the directive ‘ps done’, which signifies the end of the
block. Note that the directives ‘switchfreq’ and ‘initactive’ are compulsory: they must
be present in the PSMC block. The rest are optional, and if they are not specified then a
default value will be used. Note that comments, in the sense described earlier, are allowed
within the PSMC block.

PSMC directive description

switchfreq n perform switch moves at frequency n. This directive
is compulsory (integer)

initactive p initialise the simulation in configuration p (1 or
2) (which corresponds to phase p) in CONFIG. This
directive is compulsory (integer)

datafreq n print iteration number, current phase, FED state,
order parameter and bias to PSDATA every n moves
(integer) (default 1000) (see Section 3.2.8)

meltcheck the presence of this directive switches on ‘melt checks’,
where the displacements of moving atoms/molecules
from their lattice sites are checked periodically: if the
displacement of any moving atom/molecule along any
Cartesian dimension is larger than a threshold
specified in the ‘meltthresh’ directive then the
phase is deemed to have ‘melted’, and DL MONTE-2
stops with an error. (See also ‘meltfreq’ below).

meltthresh d d is the threshold (Å) used in melt checks as
described above (real) (default 10)

meltfreq n perform melt checks every n moves. After each
check the mean and maximum displacements over
all moving atoms and molecules in the system are
output to OUTPUT (integer) (default 1000).

closing directive: ps done

The following example illustrates usage of the PSMC block.

# Simulation title

PSMC for hard-sphere solid

# Start of FED block - with ’ps’ flavor for PSMC
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use fed ps

# PSMC block - compulsory for ’ps’ flavor

# Compulsory PSMC directives

switchfreq 4 # frequency of switch moves

initactive 1 # initial active phase (1 or 2)

# Optional directives (defaults are assumed if any are absent)

datafreq 1 # output frequency to PSDATA

meltcheck # perform melt checks

meltthresh 10.0 # melt threshold displacement (Angstroms)

meltfreq 10000 # frequency of melt checks

ps done # End of PSMC block

# Use EE method to explore order parameter space

fed method EE 1.0 1.0 432000000

# Use hard-sphere PSMC order parameter

fed order param hardps 200 -100.0 100.0 -1

fed done # End of FED block

finish # End of ’use’ block

# Start of Main block

temperature 1.0 # K

pressure 1.98667591093546 # katm, corresponds to p*=14.58

noewald all # no electrostatics

steps 864000000 # total number of MC moves

equilibration 0 # equilibration period

nbrlist auto # use neighbour lists with automated updates

sample coordinates 10000000 # frequency of writing configurations to ARCHIVE

maxatmdist 0.05 # max atom displacement / Angstrom

acceptatmmoveupdate 1000000000 # frequency of atom move optimization
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# - set to never occur in the simulation

move atoms 1 95 # move 1 atom type 95% of time

HS core

move volume ortho log 1 # orthorhombic V moves, 1% of time,

# hopping in ln(V)

start simulation
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3.1.3 The Main CONTROL Directives

The directives in the main section can appear in any order and are as follows.

directive description

Random number generator seeding
seeds i j k l seeds for random number generator (4 integers):

i, j and k must be in the range [1, 178], and not all 1,
whereas l must be in the range [0, 168]

ranseed generate the seeds for the random number generator
from the system clock

Thermodynamic conditions
temp[erature] T temperature (Kelvin, real)
pres[sure] p external pressure (katm, NpT only, real)

Slit constraint – infinite planar pore (see Sec. 5.2.3)
(only allowed with orthorhombic cells)

slit [walls] hard [zfrac1/zfrac2 fz]
treat both Z boundaries as infinite planar “hard walls”;
optional keywords ‘zfrac1’ or ‘zfrac2’ take fz (real) as
an argument and shift either the top (‘zfrac1’) or both (‘zfrac2’)
walls by the specified fraction fz in the Z dimension;

slit [walls] soft nsw [zfrac1/zfrac2 fz]
Z boundaries with nsw ∈ [1, 2] “soft walls” (integer), where
an external interaction per atom type must be assigned in FIELD;

slit [walls] charged ncw σ1 [σ2]
slit walls bearing surface charge density (integer, 2 real, e−/Å2);
(only applicable in the ‘slit’ geometry with 2D PBC and MFA)

slit mfa mtype nitr cmix electrostatics with long-range MFA correction (2 integer, real):
mtype ∈ [±1,±2] sets the Coulomb cutoff type for MFA:
±1 for all-in-box (square) cutoff, ±2 for coaxial (cylindrical) cutoff;
nitr – number of iterations for MFA convergence allowance;
cmix – fraction of ‘old’ density contribution to ‘new’ charge densities;

NOTE: electrostatics in the slit geometry can be treated
with either MFA or any of the methods available for the bulk
(full 3D) simulations (see below); however, in the latter case
the Ewald sums in reciprocal space are calculated in 3D PBC
which requires extra care to shift the slit boundaries (i.e. walls)
inwards the simulation cell and leave sufficient empty space between
the periodic images for the real-space sums to converge!
(such a setup is commonly known in MD as the ‘slab’ geometry)
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General electrostatics
<nocoul/noewald> <all/k> turn off electrostatics, for either ‘all’ replicas or k-th one
<diel[ectric]/eps[ilon]> εr dielectric permittivity (real, default is 1)

(only one of the following directives is allowed)
explicit/direct/coul[omb] Coulomb potential truncated at cutoff (bulk) or cell edges (slit)
ewald sum α kx ky kz Ewald summation with given parameters (real, 3 integers)
ewald prec[ision] δ Ewald summation with accuracy tolerance (real, default is 10−6)
ewald real [space] only real space terms in Ewald sums (“real-space approximation”;

damping parameter α corresponds to default tolerance of 10−6)
shift[ed coulomb] shifted-force (SF) truncated Coulomb approximation (up to cutoff)
shift[ed] damp[ed] α shifted-force real-space Ewald approximation (up to cutoff)

(next directive is only applicable to Ewald summation)
distewald distribute k-vectors over MPI threads within each workgroup

Neighbour-lists
nbrlist <auto/n> invoke Verlet neighbourlist (NL) scheme, which requires

either ‘auto’ mode or number of steps n between updates
verl[et] Rshell radius of the Verlet shell (real, default is 2 Å)
maxnonbondnbrs n max. number of non-bonded neighbours in NL (integer)
thbupdate n frequency of updating three-body list (TBL) (integer)
maxthbnbrs n max. number of neighbours in TBL (integer)

Sampling and output
toler[ance] ecap the energy tolerance cap (real, defaults to 100 kBT )

– if an MC attempt results in the total energy above
this value (set in kBT ), the attempted MC move is rejected;
NOTE: as a means for further tuning-up simulation efficiency
a separate energy cap can be specified for the VDW interactions
as an optional parameter in the ‘VDW’ directive in FIELD file;
for some VDW interactions, e.g. Lennard-Jones and 12-6,
the energy cap translates to pairwise “hard core” separation(s)
so that an MC move is immediately rejected as soon as any pair
of particles gets closer than their “hard core” separation

steps n total number of MC steps (cycles, integer)
equil[ibration] n number of equilibration steps (cycles, integer)
heat[up] n number of “heating up” steps (cycles, integer)

(only translation, rotation, volume & atom swap moves
as opposed to equilibration where all moves are allowed)

print n print data snapshots to OUTPUT file every n steps (integer)
check n check rolling vs. recalculated energies every n steps (integer)
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stack n block size for collecting statistics
stat[istics] n print statistics to PTFILE file every n steps (integer)
yamldata n print data to YAMLDATA every n steps (integer)

sample ener[gies] n print energies to ENERGY file every n steps (integer)
sample rdf[s] ngrid Rc n compute all possible RDF(s) on the grid with ngrid bins,

up to cut-off Rc (Å), by collecting the data every n steps
sample zden[sity] ngrid n compute all possible Z-profiles on the grid with ngrid bins,

by collecting the data every n steps
sample vol[ume] m δV sample P (V ) histogram every m volume moves (integer)

and use V -grid with bin size δV (Å3, real);
normalised P (V ) is stored in NPTDAT file (NpT only);
momentary V -values are stored in VOLDAT file (NpT only)

sample orient[ations] n sample the molecular orientations every n steps (integer);
the orientations (and centres-of-mass of the molecules) are
stored in the ORIENT file; see Sec. 3.2.10 for more details.
(Requires ‘use orient[ations]’; see Sec. 3.1.2).

sample orient[ations] init[ial]
sample the initial molecular orientations (and
centres-of-mass of the molecules), which will be stored in
the ORIENT file; see Sec. 3.2.10 for more details. (Requires
‘use orient[ations]’; see Sec. 3.1.2).

sample coords n [only <molecules>]
archive configurations in trajectory every n steps (integer),
save latest configuration in REVCON (no trajectory by default);
the optional keyword ‘only’ specifies a subset of molecules to store
in trajectory (the option is only valid for dlpoly2/dlpoly4 formats)

archiveformat <format> select specific format for trajectory file(s):
‘dlmonte’ – ARCHIVE in native DL MONTE format (default)
‘dlpoly’ – ARCHIVE in hybrid DL MONTE/DL POLY-2 format
‘dlpoly2’ – HISTORY in classical DL POLY-2 format
‘dlpoly4’ – HISTORY in modern DL POLY-4 format
‘dcd [dbl]’ – TRAJECTORY in binary DCD format [double prec.]
‘dlpoly2+dcd’ – both DL POLY-2 and DCD files, see Sec. 3.2.2
‘dlpoly4+dcd’ – both DL POLY-4 and DCD files, see Sec. 3.2.2

revconformat <format> specify format for REVCON file (as above, except DCD);
if REVCON format is different from native (‘dlmonte’, default),
then two files will be stored: in both native and requested formats,
so that one can always use REVCON file to restart the simulation
with the last saved configuration, while still having a copy in
another format (e.g. to use as initial structure in VMD)
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trajconvert n,m, l <format> convert existing trajectory saved in a given format:
‘dlpoly2’ – HISTORY in classical DL POLY-2 format
‘dlpoly4’ – HISTORY in modern DL POLY-4 format
‘dcd [dbl]’ – TRAJECTORY in binary DCD format
the three integers specify:
n – index of the first configuration frame taken from trajectory
m – total number of frames to consider in trajectory
l – frame step, i.e. every l-th frame is taken from trajectory
NOTE: NO SIMULATION is performed in this case!
the new trajectory format is selected by ‘archiveformat’ as above
see Sec. 3.2.2 for converted trajectory names and other details

Optimisation of MC moves
maxatmdist ∆ max distance to move an atom (Å, real)
acceptatmmoveupdate n frequency of updating ∆ for atoms (integer)
acceptatmmoveratio ψ target acceptance ratio (default is 0.37, real)
maxmoldist ∆ max distance to move a molecule (Å, real)
acceptmolmoveupdate n frequency of updating ∆ for molecules (integer)
acceptmolmoveratio ψ target acceptance ratio (default is 0.37, real)
maxmolrot ∆ max angle to rotate a molecule (degrees, real)
acceptmolrotupdate n frequency of updating ∆ for molecules (integer)
acceptmolrotratio ψ target acceptance ratio (default is 0.37, real)
maxvolch[ange] ∆ max volume change in a single V -move (integer)
acceptvolupdate n frequency of updating ∆ in NpT (integer)
acceptvolratio ψ target acceptance ratio (default is 0.37, real)

MC moves (see Sec. 5.2.2) – no default move!
(most moves have similar block format)

move atom i n translation for i atom types at frequency n (2 integers);
next block of i lines list the atoms to move as follows:

<atom name> <atom type> [xyz fx fy fz]
the optional keyword ‘xyz’ followed by three real numbers
sets the scaling coefficients for the atom max displacement ∆
in each of the three dimensions, fα ∈ [0, 1], α = {x, y, z}

move molecule i n translation for i molecule types at frequency n
next block of i lines list the molecules to move as follows:

<molecule type> [xyz fx fy fz]
the optional keyword ‘xyz’ followed by three real numbers
acts analogously to that described above in the case of atoms

move rotatemol i n rotation for i molecule types at frequency n
next i lines specify the molecules to rotate
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Grandcanonical moves (see Sec. 5.3)
move gcinsertatom i n GCMC attempts for i atom types at frequency n;

list i atoms & their chem. potential, fugacity or activity (default)
<atom name> <atom type> µ∗/pgas/α

∗

move gcinsertmol i n GCMC attempts for i molecule types at frequency n
list i molecules & their chem. potential, fugacity or activity (default)

<molecule type> µ∗/pgas/α
∗

NOTE: For atomic GCMC moves atoms are always
inserted/deleted from/to the last molecule in the system.
Moreover for ‘coding reasons’ there must be more than
one molecule in the system in atomic GCMC, and the
last molecule in CONFIG must have at least one atom.

Semi-Grandcanonical moves (see Sec. 5.3.1)
move semigrandatoms i n ∆µ

semi-GCMC for i atom types
list i atom types for semi-GCMC

move semigrandmol i n ∆µ
semi-GCMC for i molecule types
list i molecule types for semi-GCMC

Transmutation ‘swap’ moves
move swapatoms i n atom identity (position) swaps for i atom pairs at frequency n;

next i lines list the atom pairs to swap as follows:
<atom name 1> <atom type 1> <atom name 2> <atom type 2>

move swapmols i n molecule identity (position) swaps for i pairs at frequency n
next i lines list the molecule pairs to swap as follows:

<molecule type 1> <molecule type 2>

Gibbs ensemble moves (see Sec. 5.4)
move gibbstransfatom i n transfer atoms between boxes; transfer atoms belonging to

the i listed atom types over the next i lines as follows:
<atom name> <atom type>

move gibbstransfmol i n transfer molecules between boxes; transfer molecules
belonging to the i listed types over the next i lines as follows:

<molecule type>

move volume gibbs n volume exchange moves – exchange volume ∆V between
two boxes via isotropic scaling of each box, with sampling
uniform in ∆V .
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NOTE: The Gibbs ensemble entails using two coupled
simulation boxes. Hence in FIELD the nconfigs directive
must be ‘2’, and the CONFIG file must contain 2
configurations, the starting configurations for each box.
See Section 3.1.4.1 for further information.
NOTE: Gibbs atomic transfer and mutate moves are always
applied to atoms in the last molecule in each box.

Gibbs ensemble moves (not tested thoroughly!)
move gibbsexchatom i n ‘mutate’ atomic types between boxes: an atom of type A

in one box is mutated into an atom of type B, while
simultaneously an an atom of type B in the other box is
mutated into an atom of type A; there are i possible
types of mutations, listed over the next i lines as follows,
where ‘1’ and ‘2’ are analogous to A and B:

<atom name 1> <atom type 1> <atom name 2> <atom type 2>

move gibbsexchmol i n mutate molecular types between boxes similarly to as just
described for atoms. The i lines have the following format:

<molecule type 1> <molecule type 2>

NpT moves
move volume vector n anisotropic V -moves by scaling cell vectors
move volume ortho [<type>] n
move volume cubic [<type>] n

isotropic volume scaling at frequency n – ‘cubic’ is for
cubic cells while ‘ortho’ is for orthorhombic cells;
if type is omitted, uniform V sampling is assumed (default);
if type is given, it defines the underlying sampling as:
‘log[ vol]’ or ‘ln[ vol]’ – uniform in lnV

‘lin[ear dim]’ – uniform in L = V 1/3 (cubic cells only)
‘inv[erse dim]’ – uniform in 1/L (cubic cells only)

start [simulation] accept no more input and start the simulation

NOTE: in all cases where automatic resetting of certain input parameters is
done, a relevant warning message will always be found in the OUTPUT file!

Remarks on invoking Coulomb interactions

Before describing the details of setting up optimum parameters for Ewald summation, a
few general remarks are given below to clarify the automatic decisions DL MONTE-2 makes
when it detects controversial input in FIELD and CONTROL files (where termination with
error messages can be avoided).
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Depending on the combined input in both FIELD and CONTROL files DL MONTE-
2 will make some preliminary decisions as to whether to invoke or switch off the calculus
for Coulomb interactions, as follows.

Assuming that the user did not provide any relevant input in CONTROL file, if the
actual FIELD input contains charged particles, i.e. not all charges are set to zero, then
DL MONTE-2 will automatically try to invoke Ewald summation, while applying the de-
fault parameterisation (see below). If, to the contrary, all charges are zero in FIELD,
then DL MONTE-2 will do just the opposite and switch the electrostatics treatment off
completely, based on the ‘no charge’ criterium.

In general, there are two main options to start a simulation, depending on the expected
behaviour:

1. By switching off electrostatics from within CONTROL file, i.e. by including directive
‘noewald all’, one can tell DL MONTE-2 to reset all the charges in a system to zero. This
way removing all the charges from a system becomes trivial as one does not need to alter
the FIELD file, even if it contains molecules with non-zero charge(s).

2. In a parallel simulation for systems where charges are present (and needed!), using
”distributed g-vectors” is required! In this case the user must invoke directive ‘distewald’
in CONTROL (see the table above).

Optimum parameters for Ewald summation

Users are recommended to use the default parameters for Ewald summation, which is
equivalent to using ‘ewald prec 1e-6’. In certain situations, e.g. during modest volume
changes in an NPT simulation, this can lead to termination with ‘error (315) - the

maximum no of g-vectors has been exceeded’. If users experience this issue, then they
can search the OUTPUT.000 file for the initial Ewald parameters used in the simulation,
‘eta’, ‘kmax1’, ‘kmax2’, and ‘kmax3’, and use the directive ‘ewald sum’ to specify these
parameters explicitly in CONTROL (as opposed to using the default Ewald summation
parameters). This should resolve the issue.

The use of larger cutoff values, e.g. > 10Å, will also increase performance by reducing
the reciprocal space component of the Ewald summation, whereby a smaller number of
k-vectors would be required.

Truncated and shifted-force (SF) Coulomb treatment

In condensed matter systems, in particular in solutions where only partial charges or
monovalent ions are present, long-range electrostatic interactions can be effectively screened
by locally polarisable environment, i.e. dipolar solvent molecules (e.g. water). In such
cases it is often computationally advantageous and relatively safe to opt for one of the ap-
proximate treatments of electrostatic interactions, which rely on truncating the underlying
Coulomb potential at a sufficiently large cut-off distance (normally, beyond 4σ) and shifting
it so that both the potential and the force have zero cut-off values, see e.g. [Fennell et al,
Chem. Phys. 2006, 124, 234104] and [Hansen et al, J. Phys. Chem. B 2012, 116, 5738].
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DL MONTE-2 implements three most popular of such approximate schemes: (1)
‘ewald real’ that employs a damped Coulomb potential by including only real-space part of
the full Ewald summation (truncated but not shifted!); (2) ‘shifted damped’ (or ‘shifted
precision’) that adds a cut-off force shift to the same damped (Ewald real-space) potential;
(3) ‘shifted coulomb’ making use of a truncated and force shifted pure Coulomb. Whilst
these options provide significant speed-ups in simulation of large and complex systems, and
may appear very powerful and attractive alternatives to the full Ewald scheme, users are
strongly advised to refer to the literature to learn about the applicability of such simpli-
fied approaches to the systems of their interest, and/or invest time into benchmarking and
testing of the truncated-shifted schemes vs the full Ewald summation on relatively small
systems.

Further comments

While the free-formatted input style is very convenient and user-friendly, it poses inher-
ent risks for an inattentive user. It is, for example, easy to specify the same directive more
than once, or to specify two contradictory directives, or attempt to invoke algorithms that
cannot work together. By and large, DL MONTE-2 will try to sort out these error-prone
scenaria and inform the user with helpful warning and/or error messages. However, the user
must adhere to the notion that there is no fool-proof analysis of the input implemented
in DL MONTE-2. Therefore it is the user’s responsibility to make sure that there are no
clashes of incompatible directives.

Fortunately, in most cases the CONTROL file is relatively short and easy to check
visually. Still, it is important to think carefully about the general settings of a simulation,
the involved algorithms and their applicability beforehand, and to ensure that DL MONTE-
2 is instructed to only perform tasks that are physically meaningful and technically feasible.
It should also be remembered that the present capabilites of the DL MONTE-2 package
may not allow the desired type of simulation, in which case the users are encouraged to
add the missing features on their own.

Users are advised to study the example CONTROL files appearing in subdirectory
dlmonte2/tests to see how different files are constructed.
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3.1.4 The CONFIG File

The CONFIG file contains a detailed specification for the simulation cell and the microscopic
configuration, including the cell geometry and dimensions, as well as the positions of all
the atoms present in the system.

The general structure of the file is illustrated in the example below.

MgO/water example # configuration title

0 1 # format: 0 = positions; coords scaling: 0 = fractional, 1 = Cartesian

25.26000 0.00000 0.00000 # cell matrix / lattice vectors

0.00000 25.26000 0.00000

0.00000 0.00000 25.26000

NUMMOL 2 1 200 # no of molecules & max allowed for each species (for GCMC)

MOLECULE MgO 576 576 # no atoms & max in a molecule in simulation

Mg core # atom name and type (default type is ‘core’)

-12.6300000 -12.6300000 -4.2100000 0

O core

-10.5250000 -10.5250000 -4.2100000 0

...

...

...

< another 574 Mg and O ions >

...

...

...

MOLECULE water 3 3

Ow core

-4.0464457 6.0573873 4.2803994 -1

Hw core

-4.3380067 5.1011299 4.2566327 -1

Hw core

-3.0776960 6.1170771 4.0396472 -1

...

...

...
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3.1.4.1 The CONFIG File Format

Similarly to the CONTROL file, the input is arranged in data records, one per line. The file
is free-formatted; however there is a fixed order of records, and the title record is restricted
to a string containing 80 alphanumeric characters. Unlike in the CONTROL file, no blank
nor comment lines are permitted here, but remarks can be added after all the expected
data at the end of any line, as in the example above. Below, the sequence and format of
all necessary records are provided, where the keywords are in capital letters, the types of
numerical values are enclosed within angular brackets, and brief explanations are provided.

record format: description:

Configuration header
<character*80> configuration title
<integer> <integer> two file format keys:

– content format in DL POLY style (see Table 3.1)
– coordinates: 0 for fractional [-0.5,0.5]; > 0 for Cartesian (Å)

Simulation cell matrix
<real> <real> <real> x, y, z components of cell vector a
<real> <real> <real> x, y, z components of cell vector b
<real> <real> <real> x, y, z components of cell vector c

Number of molecules and max number for each species
NUMMOL <integer> <integer> [<integer> ...]

total number of molecules in the configuration;
max molecule number(s) allowed for each molecular type,
where the number of molecular species is defined in the FIELD file

Molecule section, inc. atoms (one per molecule)
MOLECULE <character*8> <integer> <integer>

the record starts specifications for a given molecule:
– molecule name (must be found in the FIELD file)
– number of atoms present in the molecule
– max number of atoms allowed in the molecule (for GCMC)

Atoms’ specifications (inc. all atoms in a molecule)
<character*8> [<character*8>]

atom name and type (consistent with the contents of FIELD)

<real> <real> <real> [<character*8>]

x, y, z coordinates for the atom
crystallographic group the atom belongs to (optional)
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Table 3.1: CONFIG file key (record 2)

levcfg meaning

0 Coordinates included in file
1 Coordinates and velocities included in file
2 Coordinates, velocities and forces included in file

The first six records, including configuration header, simulation cell matrix and
number(s) of molecular species, occur once per “configuration box” (otherwise known
as “replica”), whereas all the other records specify the microscopic configuration molecule
by molecule. That is, the entire molecule section, inclusive of its atoms’ specifications,
is iterated for every molecule present in the system (i. e. not just for each molecular species).
Likewise, the two records that identify an atom and provide its positions are repeated for all
the atoms within a given molecule, and only then a section for another molecule is started.

In the case of a CONFIG file created by DL POLY with the content format key
‘levcfg’ > 0, see Table 3.1, one or two additional records of the same format as that
for coordinates will be present within the specification for each atom. These extra records
contain the atom’s velocity components (which follow the atom coordinates) and the com-
ponents of the total force exerted on the atom by the rest of the system (which follows the
atom’s velocity).

It is worth noting that on the record for atom identification only the atom name is
mandatory. If no type is provided, then the default type ‘core’ is assumed. Other atom
types recognised are ‘metal’ and ‘semi’. However, when preparing CONFIG files generated
by DL POLY for use with DL MONTE-2, the atom index (added by DL POLY directly
after the atom name) can be mistaken for the atom type and, therefore, it is necessary
to either specify atom types or remove atom indices. Evidently, the velocity and force
components cannot be used by DL MONTE-2. Other entries (non-interfering with reading
of input) are ignored but may still be added to allow alternative uses of the file, for example,
in a Graphical User Interface.

Further comments

The same format is used for the output files REVCON (see Section 3.2.3) and ARCHIVE
(Section 3.2.2) which are, in the course of a simulation, periodically updated with the
most recent configuration (see directive ‘sample coordinates’ in Section 3.1.1). The
difference between the REVCON and ARCHIVE files is that the former contains only one
configuration, the most recently stored configuration, while the latter contains a sequence
of all the stored configurations, also known as “snapshots” or “frames”, i. e. ARCHIVE
serves as a trajectory file.

Note that when restarting a simulation for a “seamless” continuation after a previous
run of DL MONTE-2, the CONFIG file is to be replaced by the REVCON file obtained
from the previous run.
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Gibbs ensemble input

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the Gibbs ensemble entails performing a simulation on
two coupled simulation boxes. The starting configurations for each of these simulation
boxes are both specified in CONFIG. The format of this two-configuration CONFIG file
corresponds to two one-configuration CONFIG files back-to-back, with no separating lines.
(The same format is used in PSMC – see below). Moreover it is necessary in Gibbs ensemble
simulations to specify in FIELD that the CONFIG file contains two configurations by setting
the nconfigs directive to ‘2’.

An example CONFIG file for a Gibbs ensemble simulation can be found below. Note
that in this case the starting configurations for the two boxes are identical, though of course
this does not have to be the case. In this simulation atoms would be transfered between
boxes. For this reason note that the maximum number of atoms for box boxes has been set
to 1800 to account for the possibility that all 900 atoms from, e.g. box 2 become transferred
into box 1 at some point in the simulation.

Lennard-Jones starting configuration rho = 0.3; 900 atoms; box 1

0 1

14.4224957 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.0000000 14.4224957 0.0000000

0.0000000 0.0000000 14.4224957

NUMMOL 1 1

MOLECULE lj 900 1800

LJ c

6.6156292 1.7613539 1.4206913 0

LJ c

2.4379455 2.9620955 8.9676551 0

LJ c

-1.4190156 7.3312066 -0.2720212 0

LJ c

-2.9641489 -0.5387365 6.7812784 0

LJ c

1.0157136 -8.4404145 3.6840343 0

...

...

...

<another 890 ’LJ’ atoms>

...

...

...

LJ c

-7.9192399 0.7026299 1.5457990 0

LJ c

3.8898909 -5.2907914 -0.1301634 0
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LJ c

1.2386452 -4.4180377 -2.8788650 0

LJ c

-2.4214874 -2.9407596 3.6588320 0

LJ c

3.1669175 -2.5153115 -6.4284154 0

Lennard-Jones starting configuration rho = 0.3; 900 atoms; box 2

0 1

14.4224957 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.0000000 14.4224957 0.0000000

0.0000000 0.0000000 14.4224957

NUMMOL 1 1

MOLECULE lj 900 1800

LJ c

6.6156292 1.7613539 1.4206913 0

LJ c

2.4379455 2.9620955 8.9676551 0

LJ c

-1.4190156 7.3312066 -0.2720212 0

LJ c

-2.9641489 -0.5387365 6.7812784 0

LJ c

1.0157136 -8.4404145 3.6840343 0

...

...

...

<another 895 ’LJ’ atoms>

...

...

...

PSMC input: CONFIG, CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, if FED is used with the ‘ps’ flavor, activating PSMC, two
additional files CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2 are expected by DL MONTE-2. Furthermore,
the CONFIG file is expected to contain two configurations. We now elaborate on the
significance of the configurations in these files.

We begin with CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2. In PSMC two ‘phases’ are considered, and
the aim is to calculate the free energy difference between these phases. Here a reference con-
figuration is used to define each phase: all configurations of the system which are ‘reachable’
from the reference configuration on the timescale of the simulation constitute the phase. For
example, if one is interested in the ‘fcc phase’, i.e., the set of configurations corresponding to
thermodynamic fluctuations in the particle positions about their average positions (which
form an fcc crystal lattice), then a suitable choice of reference configuration would be that
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in which the particle positions form an ideal fcc crystal lattice. A simulation initialised in
this reference configuration would, on the timescales of the simulation, explore the configu-
rations which constitute the fcc phase. With this in mind, CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2 can
loosely speaking be regarded as the reference configurations for phases 1 and 2 respectively
for PSMC simulations.

More precisely, CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2 define a switch Monte Carlo move which
takes the system from one phase to the other. This move, which is the defining characteris-
tic of PSMC, takes the system directly from one phase to the other, allowing (in conjunction
with biasing over an appropriate order parameter) both phases to be explored in a single
simulation. This in turn allows the free energy difference between the phases to be eval-
uated. The switch amounts to a transformation of the molecular and atomic positions,
unit cell Cartesian dimensions (only orthorhombic unit cells are currently supported within
PSMC), and molecular orientations. CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2 determine the nature of
this transformation.

The details of the transformation and how it depends on the contents of CONFIG.1 and
CONFIG.2 are as follows. The key aspect of the transformation is that it ‘switches’ the
underlying crystal lattice of the current phase for that of the ‘other’ phase, while preserving
the displacements of all particles relative to their respective lattice sites. By ‘particle’ we
mean a ‘moving’ atom or rigid molecule in the system – flexible molecules (i.e., molecules
which are earmarked to move during the simulation which themselves contain atoms which
are also earmarked to move) are forbidden with PSMC in DL MONTE-2 (though note that
‘moving atoms’ in non-moving ‘container molecules’ are of course allowed). The transfor-
mation is as follows. Let ri denote the current fractional position of particle i, and let

R
(1)
i and R

(2)
i denote the fractional position of the lattice sites associated with particle i

in phases 1 and 2. R
(1)
i and R

(2)
i reflect the particle positions specified in CONFIG.1 and

CONFIG.2: the fractional position of the ith particle within the configuration CONFIG.1

is taken to be R
(1)
i , and similarly for R

(2)
i . Now, a switch move from phase 1 to 2 amounts

to the transformation ri → ri+R
(2)
i −R

(1)
i for all particles i. Similarly a switch move from

phase 2 to 1 amounts to the transformation ri → ri + R
(1)
i −R

(2)
i for all particles.

There is, however, the question of how the cell dimensions change during the trans-
formation. This, in combination with the aforementioned transformation of the fractional
positions of the particles, determines how the absolute positions of the particles are trans-
formed during the switch move. CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2 determine the nature of the

cell transformation through the dimensions of their cells. Let L
(1)
x , L

(1)
y and L

(1)
z denote

the dimensions of the cell (which recall must be orthorhombic) specified in CONFIG.1, and

similarly for L
(2)
x , L

(2)
y and L

(2)
z for CONFIG.2. During a switch move from phase 1 to phase

2, the x-dimension of the cell is dilated/contracted by a factor L
(2)
x /L

(1)
x , the y-dimension

by L
(2)
y /L

(1)
y , and the z-dimension by L

(2)
z /L

(1)
z . Conversely, for a switch move from phase

2 to 1 the x-, y- and z-dimensions are dilated/contracted by factors L
(1)
x /L

(2)
x , L

(1)
y /L

(2)
y

and L
(1)
z /L

(2)
z respectively.

Regarding the file CONFIG for PSMC, as mentioned above, it must contain two con-
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figurations. The format of this CONFIG file corresponds to that of two one-configuration
CONFIG files back-to-back, with no separating lines. An example will be provided in a
moment. Note also that the fact that two configurations are included in CONFIG must
be specified in the input file FIELD via the nconfigs directive (see Section 3.1.5). Two
configurations are necessary because of the way PSMC is implemented in DL MONTE-2.
In PSMC DL MONTE-2 always keeps track of two configurations, one pertaining to each
phase. One of these is the ‘actual’ configuration of the system. For instance if the system is
currently in phase 1, then configuration 1 represents the actual configuration of the system.
By contrast the other configuration is the configuration which would result if a switch move
were performed from the actual configuration. For instance if the system is currently in
phase 1, then configuration 2 would result if a switch move were performed from the actual
phase-1 configuration. In other words there is always one active and one passive configu-
ration, where the active configuration is the actual configuration of the system while the
passive configuration is just a ‘workspace’ for computational convenience. If a switch move
is successful then DL MONTE-2 simply relabels which configuration is active and which is
passive. For example if the system, originally in phase 1, performs a successful switch move
to phase 2, then the active configuration is relabeled from 1 to 2, and the passive configura-
tion is relabeled from 2 to 1. This way of doing things within DL MONTE-2 necessitates
two configurations being read from CONFIG at input. However, only one of these con-
figurations acts as the starting configuration. This is determined by ‘initactive’ directive
in the PSMC block in CONTROL (see Section 3.1.1). Below we provide an example of a
CONFIG file suitable for PSMC. In this example phase 1 is hcp and phase 2 is fcc, and
hence the first configuration in CONFIG is the prospective starting configuration for the
hcp phase and the second configuration is the prospective starting configuration for the fcc
phase.

hcp for hcp-fcc PSMC, density=1.1

0 0

6.5241712874405415 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000 5.6500980735645356 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 5.3269635495820422

NUMMOL 1 1

MOLECULE hs 216

HS core

0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000

HS core

8.3333333333333329E-002 0.16666666666666666 0.0000000000000000

HS core

0.0000000000000000 0.11111111111111113 0.16666666666666666

...

...

...

<another 210 ’HS’ atoms>

...
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...

...

HS core

0.91666666666666663 0.83333333333333326 0.66666666666666663

HS core

0.83333333333333337 0.77777777777777768 0.83333333333333326

HS core

0.91666666666666663 0.94444444444444442 0.83333333333333326

fcc for hcp-fcc PSMC, density=1.1

0 0

6.5241712874405415 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000 5.6500980735645356 0.0000000000000000

0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 5.3269635495820422

NUMMOL 1 1

MOLECULE hs 216

HS core

0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000

HS core

8.3333333333333329E-002 0.16666666666666666 0.0000000000000000

HS core

0.0000000000000000 0.11111111111111113 0.16666666666666666

...

...

...

<another 213 ’HS’ atoms>

...

...

...

Finally there is the question of how the orientations of ‘moving molecules’ are trans-

formed during a switch move. Let q
(1)
i and q

(2)
i denote the orientations of a moving molecule

i in the phase 1 and phase 2 configurations in CONFIG respectively. These are the refer-
ence orientations which will define the nature of the transformation. Note that the reference
orientations are taken to be the orientations in CONFIG, not CONFIG.1 and CONFIG.2.
Now, for any two orientations p and q there exists a rotation R(p	 q) which transforms the
orientation from q to p. One could regard R(p	 q) as the ‘orientational displacement’ of p
relative to q. With this in mind, the switch move in DL MONTE-2 transforms a molecule’s
orientation such that the molecule’s orientational displacement relative to its reference ori-
entation for the underlying phase is preserved. (Recall that the switch move similarly
preserves the fractional displacement of the molecule relative to the fractional position of
its lattice site). To elaborate, during a switch move from phase 1 to phase 2 the orientation

for i transforms from q → q′ such that R(q′ 	 q(2)
i ) = R(q 	 q(1)

i ). On the other hand for a

switch move from phase 2 to 1 the transformation is such that R(q′ 	 q(1)
i ) = R(q 	 q(2)

i ).
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3.1.5 The FIELD File

The FIELD file provides the input for the molecular topology, atom properties and force
fields. It describes the chemical structure of molecular species in terms of bonds, bending
and dihedral angles, and also rigid constraints on interatomic connections. The force fields
are defined via the parameters for pairwise and/or multibody interactions.

A quick way to gain familiarity with the contents and format of the FIELD file is to
examine a few sample ones. The examples for MgO and water on the MgO100 surface given
below should help the user in this regard.

MgO example # force-field title

CUTOFF 8.0 # shortrange cutoff / Angstrom

UNIT eV # energy units for input/output

NCONFIGS 1 # number of configuration boxes in the CONFIG file

ATOMTYPES 2 # number of different atom types (elements)

Mg core 24.0 2.0 # atomic element properties: name, mass and charge

O core 16.0 -2.0 # same

MOLTYPES 1 # number of different molecular types (species)

MgO # molecular type scpecs start with molecule name

MAXATOMS 512 # max number of atoms in this molecular species

FINISH # close the molecular specs section (for all molecules)

VDW 2 # non-bonded VdW section starts with number of VdW pairs

O core O core buck 22764.3 0.1490 20.37 # O-O pair interaction parameters

Mg core O core buck 1428.5 0.2945 0.00 # Mg-O pair interaction parameters

CLOSE # close the FIELD file input

H2O on MgO example # force-field title

CUTOFF 8.0 # shortrange cutoff / Angstrom

UNIT eV # energy unit for input/output

NCONFIGS 1 # number of configuration boxes in the CONFIG file

ATOM TYPES 4 # number of different atom types (elements)

Ow core 16.0 -0.820 # atomic element properties: name, mass and charge

Hw core 1.0 0.410 # same

Mg core 24.0 1.966 # same

Os core 16.0 -1.966 # same

MOL TYPES 2 # number of different molecular types (species)

MgO # molecular type scpecs start with molecule name

MAXATOM 512 # max number of atoms in this molecular species

Water # another molecular type starts with molecule name

ATOMS 3 3 # actual & max number of atoms in this mol. species

Ow core <x> <y> <z> # atom relative (Cartesian) coordinates

Hw core <x> <y> <z> # atom relative (Cartesian) coordinates

Hw core <x> <y> <z> # atom relative (Cartesian) coordinates

BONDS 3 # number of bonded pairs within this mol. species

1 2 1 # 1-st bonded pair & its type (interaction index)
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1 3 1 # 2-nd bonded pair & its type (interaction index)

2 3 2 # 3-rd bonded pair & its type (interaction index)

FINISH # close the molecular specs section (for all molecules)

VDW 7 # non-bonded VdW section starts with number of VdW pairs

Ow core Ow core buck 14378.15288 0.229885 6.6781 # interaction parameters

Ow core Hw core buck 660.63969 0.259067 2.2831 # interaction parameters

Ow core Mg core buck 3757.52435 0.232829 18.8270 # interaction parameters

Ow core Os core buck 7728.96002 0.229621 8.5426 # interaction parameters

Hw core Mg core buck 172.64918 0.262812 6.4366 # interaction parameters

Hw core Os core buck 355.12707 0.258732 2.9206 # interaction parameters

Hw core Hw core buck 30.35480 0.296735 0.7806 # interaction parameters

BOND TYPES 2 # bonded interaction types

buck 0.00000 0.259067 0.0000 # interaction parameters

buck 0.00000 0.296735 0.0000

CLOSE # close the FIELD file input

3.1.6 The FIELD File Format

The format of the FIELD file is similar to that of DL POLY, with some changes which
reflect the different methodology used by DL MONTE-2 (i.e. Monte Carlo). The FIELD
file adopts most of the DL POLY format with some marginal adaptations for Monte Carlo
specifics. In contrast to the DL POLY input, DL MONTE-2 does not require atom and
molecule entries to be in the same order as in the CONFIG file. This is due to the nature
of certain Monte Carlo moves: atoms or even entire molecules may be allowed to change
their type or be inserted and deleted from the system (in GCMC). Evidently, such trans-
formations can result in arbitrary order of species in the container arrays. Therefore, the
order of species is not strictly defined in DL MONTE-2.

As with the input files mentioned above, the first record in the FIELD file is a title string
of up to 80 characters. It must be followed by the three mandatory directives: ‘cutoff’,
‘unit’ and ‘nconfigs’, according to the following format.

record format: description:

Header
<character*80> force-field header
CUTOFF <real> global cutoff radius (Å)
UNIT <character*8> energy unit for input and output, one of the following:

internal – internal units (10 J mol−1; same as DL POLY)
kcal – kilo-calories per mole
kJ – kilo-Joules per mole
eV – electron-volts
K – Kelvin (equivalent to kBT units)

NCONFIGS <integer> number of configuration boxes (replicas) in the CONFIG file
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Note that nconfigs must be ‘2’ for PSMC and Gibbs ensemble simulations, as elabo-
rated on in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.4. Otherwise nconfigs should be ‘1’.

Next, the directive ‘atom [types] n’ specifies the total number of atomic types n in
the system. Then the immediately following n records contain details of the atom types.
Note that similar constructs, i.e., an opening directive that specifies a number of records
which pertain to the directive to be read next, are used for a few other subsections in the
FIELD file. Such subsections are not to be interrupted by any other directives.

Atomic types (section)
ATOM [TYPES] <integer> number of different atom types (elements) present;

the record starts a section for all atom types

<character*8> <character*8> <real> <real>

atom name, type, mass and charge;
the record is iterated for each atom type

The topolgy of, and detailed specifications for intramolecular interactions within, each
molecular species must be specified between the directives ‘mol[types] n’ and ‘finish’,
which comprise the largest section in the FIELD file – a container of all molecular types.
The parameterisation for each species is started by the record specifying the molecule type
(i. e species name), whereas the entry for the next species stops the subsection for the
previous one; provided that the required subsections for the latter are complete.

Molecular species container (section)
MOL[ECULE TYPES] <integer>

number of molecular types (species) present;
the record opens up a container for all molecular species;
the entire section is closed by directive FINISH

Molecular type entry (subsection)
<character*8> molecular type (i. e. species name);

the record starts a section for this molecular type
MAXATOMS <integer> max number of atoms for this molecular type;

only to be used for structureless “ionic” species
(no further input of topological structure is expected!)

Atomic template for molecular type (subsection)
ATOMS <integer> <integer>

the record starts atom specifications for this molecule:
– number of atoms in the molecule
– max number of atoms allowed in a molecule (for GCMC);
only to be used for molecular compounds with structure

<character*8> <character*8> <real> <real> <real>
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atom name, type, and coordinates (within the molecule);
the atom must be found amongst atom types above;
the record is iterated for all atoms in the molecule

Special treatment for molecular type
RIGID consider the molecule as a rigid body
EXCLU[DE] omit all electrostatic and VDW interactions within the molecule

Bonds in molecule (subsection)
BONDS <integer> number of bonds (atom-atom connections) in the molecule;

the record starts bond specifications for current molecule:

<integer> <integer> <integer>

2 indices for a pair of bonded atoms;
index of the bonding potential in the ‘bond [types]’ list;
the record is iterated for all bonds in the molecule

Bending angles in molecule (subsection)
ANGLES <integer> number of bending angles in molecule;

the record starts angle specifications for current molecule:

<integer> <integer> <integer> <integer>

3 indices for a triplet of bonded atoms;
index of the angular potential in the ‘angle [types]’ list;
the record is iterated for all angles in the molecule

Inversions in molecule (subsection)
INVER[SIONS] <integer> number of inversions in molecule;

the record starts inversion specifications for current molecule:

<integer> <integer> <integer> <integer> <integer>

4 indices for a triplet of bonded atoms;
index of the inversion potential in the ‘inversion [types]’ list;
the record is iterated for all inversions in the molecule

Dihedral angles in molecule (subsection)
DIHED[RALS] <integer> number of dihedrals (atom-atom connections) in molecule;

the record starts dihedral specifications for current molecule:

<integer> <integer> <integer> <integer> <integer>

4 indices for a quadruplet of bonded atoms;
index of the dihedral potential in the ‘dihedral [types]’ list;
the record is iterated for all dihedral angles in the molecule
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FINISH the record closes up the molecular species container;

After all the molecular species have been specified within the molecular container sec-
tion, all the necessary intramolecular (bonded) interactions must be specified.

Bonded intramolecular interaction types (section)
BOND [TYPES] <integer> the record starts a section for bonding potentials;

total number of bond types used (in all molecules)

<character*8> 3..5<real>

mnemonic key for the interaction potential (Sec. 4.1.1);
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each bond type

Bending angle interaction types (section)
ANGLE [TYPES] <integer> the record starts a section for angular potentials;

total number of angle types used (in all molecules)

<character*8> 3..5<real>

mnemonic key for the interaction potential (Sec. 4.1.2);
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each angle type

Inversion angle interaction types (section)
INVER[SION TYPES] <integer>

the record starts a section for inversion potentials;
total number of inversion types used (in all molecules)

<character*8> 3..5<real>

mnemonic key for the interaction potential (Sec. 4.1.4);
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each inversion type

Dihedral angle interaction types (section)
DIHED[RAL TYPES] <integer>

the record starts a section for torsion potentials;
total number of dihedral types used (in all molecules)

<character*8> 3..5<real>

mnemonic key for the interaction potential (Sec. 4.1.3);
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each inversion type
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The keywords and numerical parameters for the available types of intramolecular inter-
action potentials are described in detail in Section 4.1.

Clarifying remarks

When preparing the FIELD file for a system containing complex molecules, the user
must pay attention not to confuse the similarly named directives (plus the contents of the
associated subsections), of which there are two kinds: those enumerating specific (indexed)
interaction sites within each molecular species versus the corresponding type definitions
setting out the force-field parameterisation to be applied to the former. Thus, directives
‘atoms’, ‘bonds’, ‘angles’ etc. within the molecular species container define the relevant
entries for a given molecule, whereas their counterparts: ‘atom[types]’, ‘bond[types]’,
‘angle[types]’ etc. outside the molecular container provide the corresponding type lists
to choose from. Notice that in DL MONTE-2 the keywords for the latter do not require
including the letter ‘s’ at the end but, instead, permit having ‘types’ as an optional part of
the directive. Yet, the DL MONTE-2 routines for reading FIELD files are fully compatible
with the older DL MONTE format where the keywords for both purposes were the same.

It is also worth noting that structureless atomic (single-particle or ionic) species must
still be defined as molecular types! The shortest and most convenient representaion of
such “virtual molecules” is achieved by uniting all particles of the same type into a single
molecule (as opposed to having many one-particle molecules). Since such a molecule has no
topology to define, one only needs the directive ‘maxatoms’ while skipping the rest of the
molecule specs. Another advantage is that in the CONFIG file only one molecule section
per atom type would be necessary. In a similar fashion, a number of simple ionic species
can also be set up as constituents of a single “molecule”.

The last three sections in the FIELD file describe the pairwise VdW interactions, the
three-body non-bonded potentials, and the atom interactions with external potentials.
These are arranged similarly to the bonded interaction containers and include records spec-
ifying the parameters for every non-electrostatic potential to be employed. The starting
directives are ‘VDW n’, ‘three n’ (or ‘tbp n’), and ‘extern[al] n’; for the format see
below. For any pair or triplet of atom types that does not have an entry in these sections,
the corresponding term is assumed to be zero. Finally, the FIELD input must be closed by
the directive ‘close’.

Note that, starting with DL MONTE-2 version 2.04 the truncated Lennard-Jones and
12-6 potentials can also be shifted to zero at the cut-off distance by specifying keyword
‘shift’ after the number of VDW types. The VdW specification allows also for setting
two extra (global) parameters – the VdW cutoff radius (Å) and the repulsive energy cap
(internal units), applicable to all the short-range pair potentials present. These can be
(optionally) given at the end of the VdW directive as follows: ‘VDW n [shift] [cutoff
rc] [ecap ec]’, where the VDW cut-off value specified here must be smaller than or equal
to the global cut-off value provided by directive ‘cutoff’ (which applies to electrostatic
interactions and Verlet neighibour lists). The repulsion capping implies that any MC move
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resulting in too high pair interaction (over the cap) is immediately rejected, which only
happens upon too close approach of a pair of particles; by default, the repulsion is capped
at 103 kJ/mol (105 in internal units).

Non-bonded VdW interactions (section)
VDW <integer> [2<real>] the record starts a section for short-range potentials;

number of participating atom type pairs;
optional cut-off (Å) & energy cap in internal units (10 J/mol);
the latter sets the effective particle “hard cores”

5<character*8> 2..6<real>

name and type of two interacting atoms (elements);
mnemonic key for the interaction potential;
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each pair of atom types

Non-bonded three-body interactions (section)
TBP/THREE <integer> the record starts a section for short-range potentials;

number of participating atom type pairs

7<character*8> 2..5<real>

name and type of three interacting atoms (elements);
mnemonic key for the interaction potential;
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each triplet of atom types

Atom interactions with external potentials (section)
EXTERN[AL] <integer> the record starts a section for external fields;

number of participating atom types;

3<character*8> 2..6<real>

name and type of an interacting atom (element);
mnemonic key for the external interaction potential;
up to five parameters of the interaction potential;
the record is iterated for each pair of atom types

CLOSE close the input from the FIELD file

The keywords and parameters pertaining to different pairwise and three-body potential
terms are listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2 in Section 4.2 (the user can find additional details in
the DL POLY-4 manual). Note that the Sutton-Chen potential for metals is classified as a
pair VdW potential for input purposes.
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3.2 The OUTPUT Files

Depending on the simulation setup, DL MONTE-2 may produce up to 16 output files with
the following base names and contents:

• OUTPUT – a general output (log) file, containing a report of the initial simulation
parameters and periodic “snapshots” of the energy components and other vital data
to monitor a running simulation. The file is periodically updated by appending data
according to the ‘print’ and ’check’ directives in the CONTROL file.

• ARCHIVE, HISTORY or/and TRAJECTORY (binary DCD format) – store a set
of configuration snapshots (also known as frames), i. e. microstates along the MC
trajectory generated in the course of a simulation. The files are updated by appending
frames according to the ‘sample coords’ and ‘archiveformat’ directives specified
in the CONTROL file. For more details see Sec. 3.1.3 above and Sec. 3.2.2 below.

• REVCON – the most recent configuration data, i. e. the simulation cell vectors and
atom positions, that have also been stored in the ARCHIVE file. The file can be
renamed and used directly as a CONFIG file for starting a continuation simulation.

• RSTART & REVIVE – simulation “restart” data in terms of the maximum displace-
ment parameters for MC moves. Both files are stored according to the ‘stat’ directive
in the CONTROL file. The use of the RSTART data is invoked by the ‘restart’ di-
rective.

• RDFDAT – radial distribution function(s) in two column format, sampled as pre-
scribed by the ‘sample rdf’ directive in the CONTROL file and stored at the end of
a simulation.

• ZDENSY – density distributions along the z coordinate, sampled as prescribed by the
‘sample zden’ directive in the CONTROL file and stored at the end of a simulation.

• ENERGY – atom and/or molecular species energies, if requested by the directive
‘sample energies’ in the CONTROL file.

• PTFILE – statistics accumulators periodically stored as prescribed by the ‘stat’ di-
rective in the CONTROL file.

• VOLDAT – one-column data file containing momentary values of volume, sampled as
prescribed by the ‘sample volume’ directive and stored at the frequency specified
in the ‘stat’ directive in the CONTROL file.

• NPTDAT – two-column data file for the distribution of volume population in an NpT
simulation. Samples are collected as prescribed by the ‘sample volume’ directive
and the normalised P (V ) histogram is stored as specified in the ‘stat’ directive.
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• FEDDAT – three column data file containing the free energy difference estimate
along the order parameter and the corresponding population histogram for the order
parameter. Sampled at every FED step and stored according to the ‘fed method’
directive, i. e. every nupd step.

• TMATRX – contains the transition matrix for the simulation, if the FED method
TM is in use.

• YAMLDATA – contains simulation data and metadata in YAML format. The meta-
data contains information pertaining to the thermodynamic ensemble the simulation
is performed in. The data corresponds to a set of snapshots/frames of the system
taken periodically throughout the simulation according to the ‘yamldata’ directive
specified in the CONTROL file. For more details see Section 3.1.3 above and Sec. 3.2.9
below.

• ORIENT – stores the molecular centres-of-mass and orientations for a set of config-
uration snapshots determined by the ‘sample orient[ations]’ directives specified in
the CONTROL file. For more details see Sec. 3.1.3 above and Sec. 3.2.10 below.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, in parallel execution DL MONTE-2 can generate several dif-
ferent MC trajectories (e. g. replica exchange), in which case the calculations are spread
over the corresponding number of workgroups, each having its own master process. Since
each trajectory can be viewed as an independent simulation, every workgroup/master cre-
ates a separate set of output files. Therefore, the base file names are always appended
by an index, indicating the workgroup (and, hence, the MC trajectory) it corresponds to.
For example, running a multicanonical replica exchange simulation with four replicas (see
‘use repexch’ directive in the CONTROL file), results in four output files for each base
name, e. g. OUTPUT.000, OUTPUT.001, OUTPUT.002, OUTPUT.003, PTFILE.000, PTFILE.001,
PTFILE.002, PTFILE.003, etc). Note that the indexing starts with zero, and in the case of
a serial simulation, or a single workgroup present, only one set of output files is created.

Gibbs ensemble and PSMC simulations are special cases in that two simulation boxes
are used in a single workgroup; the nature of the implementation of the Gibbs ensemble
and PSMC within DL MONTE-2 is very different to that of replica exchange, in which
each work group hosts one simulation box. This is reflected in the fact that the starting
configurations for the two boxes in a Gibbs ensemble or PSMC simulation must both be
specified in CONFIG, with nconfigs set to ‘2’ in FIELD (see Sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5).
As such these two types of simulation constitute ‘special cases’ with regards to output.
Accordingly we describe below the nature of each output file in the case of Gibbs and
PSMC simulations, with the caveat that if there is no mention of the Gibbs ensemble or
PSMC in the description of the output file, then it should be assumed that the output file
is not relevant, or that the output file is not yet supported for such simulations.
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3.2.1 The OUTPUT File

The simulation report (log) consists of 7 sections: Simulation Header; Force Field Specifica-
tion; Summary of the Initial Configuration; Simulation Control Specifications; Simulation
Progress Reports; Summary of Statistical Data. These sections are written at various stages
of a simulation run. As the main human-readable output, this file always results from run-
ning DL MONTE-2 and contains all the vital data and info to help the user monitor and
debug a simulation job.

Simulation Header – gives the DL MONTE-2 version number, the number of pro-
cessors used and a title for the job as given in the header line of the input file CONTROL.

Force Field Specification – echoes the FIELD file. A warning will be given if the
system is not charge neutral, or any other inconsistencies are found between directives in
the CONTROL and FIELD files; for example, if charged species are present in FIELD but
no treatment of electrostatics is specified in CONTROL, and vice versa. In certain cases,
where two or more contradictory directives are found, the job will be terminated, with an
error message appearing at the end of the OUTPUT file.

Summary of the Initial Configuration – echoes the CONFIG file by stating the
coordinates format, the periodic boundary conditions, the cell vectors and volume (if appro-
priate) and a sample of the initial configuration. The paramaters employed for the Ewald
summation in the reciprocal space are also written out.

Simulation Control Specifications – echoes the input from the CONTROL file.
Some variables may be reset (with a warning) if ill-defined values are specified in the
CONTROL file. Certain specifications and information, e. g. related to the ‘use’ section,
may be printed out earlier, i. e. before the force-field and/or configuration reports.

Note: The energy unit for the data appearing in the OUTPUT is defined by the ‘unit’
directive in the FIELD file.

Simulation Progress Reports – are preiodically printed in the course of a simulation.
The report header is printed for every simulation stage, allowing the user to read and
understand the reported data:

step en-total h-total coul-rcp coul-real

step en-vdw en-three en-pair en-angle

step en-four en-many volume

step cell-a cell-b cell-c

step alpha beta gamma

r-av en-total h-total coul-rcp coul-real

r-av en-vdw en-three en-pair en-angle

r-av en-many vir-tot volume pressure

r-av cell-a cell-b cell-c

r-av alpha beta gamma
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The interval for printing out these data is determined by the directive ‘print’ in the
CONTROL file. At each step that a progress report is requested the instantaneous values
of the above variables are given in the respective line and column. Immediately below the
momentary values the corresponding rolling averages of the same variables are also given.

Summary of Statistical Data – is the final portion of the OUTPUT file reporting:
the number of MC steps (samples) used for the collection of statistics; the averages over the
production part of the simulation run for the variables described in the previous section.
The root mean square variation in these variables follow on the next lines. In the case of
a parallel job the statistics of MPI communication calls and the assoicated overheads are
also provided.

3.2.2 The TRAJECTORY files: ARCHIVE, HISTORY, etc

DL MONTE v.2.02 allows for storing MC trajectories in a number of formats (see Sec. 3.1.3):

• DL MONTE native format – human-readable (text) ARCHIVE file that contains a
set of configurations generated in the course of a simulation and stored in exactly the
same format as that of the input configuration provided in CONFIG file.

• DL POLY / DL MONTE hybrid format – human-readable ARCHIVE file that accu-
mulates configurations in a format fully compliant with and adapted after the native
DL POLY-2 (Classic) HISTORY format. In order to include the extra DL MONTE
specfic information, some of the standard DL POLY-2 records are extended with the
numerical details that would be required for re-starting a previous DL MONTE sim-
ulation (e.g. GCMC). This is an experimental feature and, as such, is not
fully supported yet. For example, reading configurations in this format has not been
implemented and, hence, re-starting a simulation with a CONFIG file in this format
is not possible yet (although it is on the developers’ to-do list).

• DL POLY-2 (Classic) format – human-readable HISTORY file that is fully compliant
with the native DL POLY-2 trajectory format. The option of saving trajectories in
this format is provided for convenience of transferring the simulation set-up to study
the same system with the use of DL POLY-2 package. Moreover, this wide-spread
format is also recognised by VMD (via a plugin) – one of the most popular third-
party software for simulation visualisation.

• DL POLY-4 (Vanilla) format – human-readable HISTORY file that is fully compliant
with the native DL POLY-4 trajectory format. The option of saving trajectories in
this format is provided for convenience of transferring the simulation set-up to study
the same system with the use of the up-to-date modern DL POLY-4 package. This
format has an advantage of storing the coordinates up to the 10-th valuable digit,
which is safer than other available text formats, especially when dealing with models
based around step-wise pair potentials, e. g. hard spheres and square-wells.

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/plugins/molfile/dcdplugin.html
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• DCD (CHARMM/NAMD) format – binary TRAJECTORY file that is fully com-
pliant with and adapted after the native CHARMM DCD-trajectory format. The
files in this format are the most compact by virtue of the binary representation of
the data (as in memory). The DCD trajectory files can be visualised by VMD
and analysed with the aid of another third-party software called Wordom.
Even though in the original DCD format the particle coordinates are only saved as
single-precision real*4, DL MONTE-2 allows the user to choose the double-precision
real*8 representation, which can be converted to any of the above-mentioned text
formats as necessary, see Sec. 3.1.3. Be wary though: the double-precision
DCD format is NOT supported by any third-party software!

Note: ARCHIVE and HISTORY files can easily become huge, especially if bearing a
long trajectory of a big system, since these are saved in regular text format. Therefore, we
strongly recommend using binary TRAJECTORY (DCD) format when simulating a system
containig more than a couple thousand particles. If running in a cluster environment,
the simulation job is normally launched from a directory located in a “scratch” disk area
capable of accommodating large data files, which significantly reduces the risk of disk-space
shortage. It is still advisable to compress the text files before transferring over the network.

How often configuration frames are appended to trajectory files is governed by directive
‘sample coordinates n’ in CONTROL file, whereas the output format can be specified by
directive ‘archiveformat <format>’. It is worth noting that one can combine storing tra-
jectories in both human-readable (HISTORY) and binary (DCD) formats: ‘dlpoly2+dcd’
or ‘dlpoly4+dcd’. It is also possible to opt, at the same time, for saving only a subset
of molecular species in HISTORY file while accumulating snapshots of the entire system
in the binary TRAJECTORY file. Regarding the latter, the user is advised to rename
the DCD file(s) by adding a Windows-type extension ‘.dcd’ in order for the third-party
software, VMD and Wordom, to recognise and accept these files. In VMD one may also
need to use a DL POLY-2 style REVCON file as a molecular structure specification before
loading TRAJECTORY for visualisation.

Conversion between trajectory formats

DL MONTE-2 gives the user not only the freedom of choosing the format of trajectory
files but also the means of conversion between the binary DCD and the human-readable text
formats. That is, if CONTROL file contains directive ‘trajconvert n,m, l <format>’, the
mode of DL MONTE-2 execution will switch to trajectory conversion (instead of performing
an MC simulation). Note that ‘trajconvert’ directive specifies the input trajectory format
whereas ‘archiveformat’ directive selects the output format, see also Sec. 3.1.3.

Two types of conversion are supported:

• TRAJECTORY in binary DCD format → any other (human-readable) format, in
which case either ARCTRAJ or HISTRAJ files will be created, depending on the
format requested in directive ‘archiveformat’.

• HISTORY in DL POLY-2 or DL POLY-4 format → binary DCD format, which will

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/plugins/molfile/dcdplugin.html
wordom.sourceforge.net
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produce a TRAJHIS file.

Note: The trajectory conversion is only possible when the normal set of input files, FIELD,
CONFIG and CONTROL, are present in the directory containing the trajectory file to be
converted.

3.2.3 The REVCON File

This is a configuration file that is normally used to restart (continue) a previous simulation
run. The REVCON file is written at the same time as is a trajectory file, i. e. as prescribed
by the ‘sample coordinates’ directive. A successful run of DL MONTE-2 will always
produce a REVCON file, but a failed job may not produce the file if an insufficient number
of MC steps have elapsed before the abnormal termination (crash) of a job. Any of the
human-readable (text) formats described above in the case of trajectory output can be
selected by invoking the ‘revconformat <format>’ directive in CONTROL file. However,
it is only possible to use REVCON as a starting CONFIG file if it has been stored in the
native DL MONTE format, in which case it only remains to rename REVCON→ CONFIG.

For PSMC and Gibbs simulations, if the native format is used, then the REVCON file
has the format of a two-configuration CONFIG file (as described in Section 3.1.4), and
contains the final configurations for the two simulation boxes. In this case the REVCON
file can be used directly as input into another PSMC or Gibbs simulation.

Note: The user is advised to use the DL MONTE-2 trajectory conversion functionality
for extracting frame(s) from non-native trajectory files and thereby creating DL MONTE
native CONFIG files for simulation restarts.

3.2.4 The RDFDAT File

RDFDAT is a formatted file containing the Radial Distribution Function (RDF) data ob-
tained in the course of a simulation. This file is optional and is only created when the
‘sample rdf’ directive is present in the CONTROL file. The contents of RDFDAT are
illustrated below (the header and several lines are shown only).

# number density LJRP 0.0000046296 216000.0000000000 1

# number density LJRN 0.0000046296 216000.0000000000 1

# RDF 301 30.0000000000 0.1000000000

# RDF No. 2 for elements: 1 2

0.0500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.1500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.2500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.3500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.4500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.5500000 0.0000000 0.0000000
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0.6500000 0.0000000 0.0000000

The format of RDFDAT is as follows. The file is started by a header listing the densities
of all the present elements (i.e. the atom types accounted for) in a given configuration box
(also known as ‘replica’).

element records: element name density, cell volume & index
# number density <character*8> <real> <real> <integer>

The last record in the header (before the actual RDF data) specifies the grid properties.

grid record: number of bins cutoff & bin size
# RDF <integer> <real> <real>

Note that all the auxilary records start with a hash symbol ‘#’ so that these would be
skipped by a graphics software (e. g. Grace) as commented-out lines. These records provide
general information on the RDF data.

The header is followed by the data for each individual RDF, which are separated by a
blank line and a description record, as is clear from the example above and outlined below.

description: index of RDF indices of two elements
# RDF <integer> for elements: <integer> <integer>

bin records: bin RDF & sum data
<real> <real> <real>

3.2.5 The ZDENSY File

This is a formatted file containing the Z-density data in a format similar to that of RDFDAT.
The file is optional and is only created when the ‘sample zden’ directive is specified.

3.2.6 The FEDDAT File

FEDDAT is the base file name for input/output data used or created by the free energy
difference (FED) routines in DL MONTE-2. As with other DL MONTE-2 data files, the
base name is always appended by a four-letters suffix of the form ‘.NNN’ where the last
three characters specify the index of the workgroup that created it. In addition, unlike
the other data files, the name of each FEDDAT file is also appended by an extra suffix of
the form ‘ MMM’ where the last three characters signify the FED iteration number within a
FED-enabled simulation which the data correspond to.

The FEDDAT file has a human-readable text format with three columns:

• the order parameter grid used for FED calculations;
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• the free energy difference estimate on the grid (note: in kT units);

• the accumualated population histogram for the order parameter.

The contents of the FEDDAT file are exemplified below in the case of the Wang-Landau
FED results for volume sampling in NpT ensemble (the first few lines are shown only).

# FED data after a block of 1000000 MC iterations at bias update rate 0.000125

#

# param bias hist

6.0250000000 1.6896355256 105.00000

6.0750000000 1.1390160222 2232.00000

6.1250000000 0.6687584077 4744.00000

6.1750000000 0.3384641016 5496.00000

6.2250000000 0.1526238750 5201.00000

6.2750000000 0.0680139243 5376.00000

6.3250000000 0.0363387431 5034.00000

Note: The iteration suffix must not be present in the file name for the FED data used
as input for a new simulation job. In this case the file must be named ‘FEDDAT.000’ and
the order parameter grid type, npow, must be assigned a negative value, see Section 3.1.2.1.
Note that the second column in the input FEDDAT file must contain the values of the trial
biasing potential taken with the opposite sign, i. e. multiplied by −1, (the third column is
not read and, hence, can be omitted).

3.2.7 The TMATRX File

TMATRX is the base file name for data files containing the transition matrix, used in FED
TM simulations. As always the base name is always appended by a four-letters suffix of
the form ‘.NNN’, where the last three characters specify the index of the workgroup that
created it. Note that the file name TMATRX without any suffix can be used as input for
a FED TM simulation (see Section 3.1.2.1).

The file has a human-readable fixed format. The first two lines constitute a header
providing the iteration number at which the file was created, as well as the number of FED
states (i.e., the number of order parameter bins) to which the transition matrix corresponds.
The remaining lines contain the matrix data, where each line corresponds to one row of the
matrix. The number of data lines is Ngrid, each containing Ngrid double precision numbers,
where Ngrid is the number of FED states.

3.2.8 The PSDATA File

This output file is created if PSMC is in use via the use fed ps directive in CONTROL
(see Section 3.1.2.1). This file consists of lines each containing the following information
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output periodically during the simulation (where each of the following appears within the
line in the order specified here): the current move number, the current phase, the current
FED state number, the current order parameter, and the bias associated with the current
FED state. The information in this file can be used, via post-processing, to deduce the free
energy difference between the two phases considered with PSMC.

3.2.9 The YAMLDATA File

This output file is created if the directive ‘yamldata’ is invoked in CONTROL (see Sec-
tion 3.1.3). It contains 2 YAML documents (separated by ‘---’). An example YAMLDATA
file is provided below.

temperature: 1.00000000000000E+00

pressure: 1.21225572566998E+01

usingbias:

usingpsmc:

---

-

timestamp: 1000

bias: -7.16247895319000E+01

orderparam: 0.00000000000000E+00

psmcactive: 2

energy: 0.00000000000000E+00

enthalpy: 2.38053658437453E+03

energyvdw: 0.00000000000000E+00

volume: 1.96372476035027E+02

-

timestamp: 2000

bias: -6.79388986165000E+01

orderparam: -1.00000000000000E+00

psmcactive: 1

energy: 0.00000000000000E+00

enthalpy: 2.37698849688949E+03

energyvdw: 0.00000000000000E+00

volume: 1.96079791297813E+02

-

timestamp: 3000

bias: -6.79388986165000E+01

orderparam: -1.00000000000000E+00

psmcactive: 1

energy: 0.00000000000000E+00

enthalpy: 2.37698849688949E+03

energyvdw: 0.00000000000000E+00

volume: 1.96079791297813E+02
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The first document contains metadata which defines the ensemble. Specifically, the doc-
ument contains an associative array (dictionary) of key-value pairs (where the value could
even be nothing, or a list), whose structure provides information regarding the ensemble
the simulation was performed in. The key temperature: (whose value is the temperature
of the system) is always specified; however all other keys are optional, and imply that the
ensemble is not NVT in some regard:

• The presence of the key pressure: (whose value is the pressure of the system),
indicates that the simulation is performed at constant pressure (i.e., volume moves
are used). In this case expect volume: every frame in the data (see below).

• The presence of the key ensembleatoms: indicates that one or more atomic species
is subject to insertion/rejection moves (grand-canonical Monte Carlo only – the semi-
grand ensemble is not supported yet). The value of this key is a list (the data struc-
ture) specifying whether each atomic species has a fixed number of particles (i.e., is
not subject to insertions/deletions), or if it is subject to insertions/deletions. The
nth value in the list pertains to the nth atomic species. If the nth species has a fixed
number of particles then the nth value in the list is ‘fixedn’; if the nth species is
subject to insertions/deletions then the nth value in the list is a one-element asso-
ciative array with key ‘activity:’ whose value is the thermodynamic activity for the
species, where the thermodynamic activity is exp(µ/(kBT )) (and is a dimensionless
quantity). If ensembleatoms: is present then expect natom: every frame in the
data (see below).

• The presence of the key ensemblemols: indicates that one or more molecular species
is subject to insertion/rejection moves (grand-canonical Monte Carlo only - the semi-
grand ensemble is not supported yet). The value of this key is a list with similar
significance as described above for ensembleatoms:. If ensemblemols: is present
then expect nmols: every frame in the data (see below).

• The presence of the key usingbias: (which has no value) signifies that the simulation
was performed using a multicanonical ensemble. In this case expect bias: every frame
in the data (see below).

• The presence of the key usingpsmc: (which has no value) signifies that the simulation
was performed using phase-switch Monte Carlo. In this case expect psmcactive:
every frame in the data (see below).

• The presence of the key gibbsatoms: (which has no value) signifies that the data
herein pertains to one simulation box within a Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulation
in which atoms are transferred between the two simulation boxes (see below).

• The presence of the key gibbsmols: (which has no value) signifies that the data herein
pertains to one simulation box within a Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulation in
which molecules are transferred between the two simulation boxes (see below).
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The second document in YAMLDATA is the actual simulation data. It is a list (the
data structure) where each value is a ‘frame’ of data corresponding to a specific timestep of
the simulation. The frame itself is an associative array containing the data describing the
system at that timestep, e.g., energies, the system’s volume. Note that here the ‘system’
is one simulation box, and is taken to be ‘box 1’ unless Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo or
phase-switch Monte Carlo (PSMC) is in use. For PSMC the box whose data is output is
taken to be the currently ‘active’ box. Thus for PSMC data pertaining to the ‘passive’ box
is not output. (This is done for the sake of simplicity, bearing in mind that the PSMC
passive box does not contain thermodynamically useful data – it is simply a ‘workspace’
for calculating the PSMC order parameter). The case of the Gibbs ensemble is discussed
separately below.

Within each frame the key energytot: (whose value is the total energy of the system)
is always present, as is the key timestamp: whose value is the timestep the frame pertains
to. All other keys are optional, and are output only if pertinent. These keys are as follows:

• bias: corresponds to the bias corresponding for this state (used in multicanonical
simulations). Denoting the quantity specified as x, exp(x) gives the weight one should
accord this frame in calculating thermodynamic quantities (for non-multicanonical
simulations equal weight is given to all frames).

• orderparam: corresponds to the order parameter

• psmcactive: corresponds to the current phase of the system (1 or 2) (for phase-switch
Monte Carlo)

• enthalpy: corresponds to the enthalpy (for constant pressure simulations)

• volume: corresponds to the volume (for constant pressure simulations)

• natom: is a list containing the number of atoms belonging to each atomic species:
element n in the list corresponds to the nth species

• nmol: is a list containing the number of atoms belonging to each molecular species:
element n in the list corresponds to the nth species

• energyrcp: corresponds to the reciprocal component of the Coulomb energy

• energyreal: corresponds to the real component of the Coulomb energy

• energyvdw: corresponds to the Van der Waals energy

Details of how to use Python to import and manipulate the metadata and data in
YAMLDATA files will be provided elsewhere.

For Gibbs ensemble simulations two YAMLDATA files are created: YAMLDATA-1
contains the data pertaining to simulation box 1, and YAMLDATA-2 contains the data
pertaining to box 2. The format for each of these files is as just described for ‘one-box’
simulations.
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3.2.10 The ORIENT File

This output file is created if the directive ‘sample orient[ations]’ is invoked in the main
block of CONTROL (see Sec. 3.1.3) in conjunction with ‘use orient[ations]’ in the USE
section of CONTROL (see Sec. 3.1.2). Like the TRAJECTORY files, ORIENT contains
snapshots of the configuration of the system during the simulation. However, while the
TRAJECTORY files provide the positions of atoms within each molecule, ORIENT instead
provides the orientation of each molecule. The format of each snapshot, or frame, in
ORIENT is as follows:

• A header line specifying the number of elapsed Monte Carlo moves which the frame
corresponds to (referred to in the header as the ‘iteration’). Note that the initial
configuration of the simulation, which is output to ORIENT if the directive ‘sam-
ple orient[ations] init[ial]’ is present in the CONTROL file, is labeled as ‘iteration
0’. Note also that the simulation box index is also provided on the header line:
something only applicable for simulations utilising more than one box (e.g. replica
exchange).

• Three lines containing the simulation cell vectors (with the same format as in ARCHIVE
or CONFIG files).

• One line containing the number of molecules in the configuration Nmol.

• Nmol ‘sub-frames’, one for each molecule. Each sub-frame consists firstly of a line
containing the molecule’s species followed by its orientational class (see below). The
second line in the sub-frame contains the centre-of-mass of the molecule. Then finally
there are 0–3 lines containing unit vectors which describe the molecule’s orientation
– where the number of lines and their significance depends on the orientational class
of the molecule (see below).

An example of an ORIENT file can be found below (only the first 30 lines are shown).

Iteration 0 : box 1

14.7955658 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.0000000 14.7955658 0.0000000

0.0000000 0.0000000 20.9240898

250

water general

0.4140516 -0.6521136 -0.2465160

-0.3194103 -0.8506562 -0.4175656

0.2297839 -0.4970247 0.8367591

-0.9193348 0.1713196 0.3542219

water general

1.8635874 0.2606186 1.7421071

-0.3085944 -0.3514945 0.8838671
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-0.7854804 -0.4298991 -0.4452049

0.5364607 -0.8316480 -0.1434276

water general

3.4306038 -1.1249415 -0.4576815

0.1843492 -0.9808304 -0.0631440

0.8159090 0.1885394 -0.5465761

0.5480036 0.0492411 0.8350254

water general

4.7581426 0.6867028 1.5039730

0.6984482 0.4447261 -0.5607038

-0.6566969 0.7096892 -0.2551285

0.2844632 0.5464065 0.7877314

As mentioned above, the length and format of a molecule’s sub-frame depends on its
orientational class. The orientational class is a categorisation of the rotational symmetry
of a molecule. DL MONTE-2 determines the class for each molecular species through
inspection of the template for the molecular species provided in FIELD. Hence when using
the orient functionality remember to ensure that the molecular templates specified in FIELD
are correct. The specific rules DL MONTE-2 uses to determine the orientational class
of each molecular species is beyond the scope of this manual. There are three possible
orientational classes: ‘no orientation’, ‘linear’ and ‘general’. These are described below,
along with the the structures of the sub-frames for each case:

• no orientation: Molecules comprised of a single atom do not have a meaningful
orientation, and hence belong to the class ‘no orientation’. For such molecules the
sub-frame consists of two lines. The first line contains the name of the molecule
followed by its class (i.e. ‘no orientation’). The second line contains the centre-of-
mass of the molecule.

• linear: In general the orientation of a molecule is defined by 3 degrees of freedom.
There are many ways in which an orientation can be defined, e.g., Euler angles, unit
quaternions (or versors). Consider for now the axis-angle representation of an orien-
tation, in which the orientation is defined in terms of a unit vector (which corresponds
to 2 degrees of freedom) and an angle (1 degree of freedom), where the unit vector
specifies the direction of a pre-defined local axis of the molecule, and the angle corre-
sponds to an angle of rotation about that axis. For ‘linear’ molecules, i.e. molecules in
which all of the atoms lie on a single line, if the local axis of the molecule is defined as
this line, then the angle is superfluous since, by symmetry, the positions of the atoms
are unaffected by rotations about this line. In this case the unit vector completely
determines the orientation of linear molecules. Accordingly in DL MONTE-2 the
sub-frame for linear molecules consists of three lines. The first line contains the name
of the molecule followed by its class (i.e. ‘linear’). The second line contains the
centre-of-mass of the molecule. The third line contains the unit vector ẑ correspond-
ing to the aforementioned local axis of the molecule, upon which all the atoms lie.
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For two-atom linear molecules ẑ = R̂21, where v̂ ≡ v̂/|v|, R21 ≡ (R2 −R1), and R1

and R2 are the positions of atoms 1 and 2 respectively. For linear molecules with
more than two atoms ẑ = R̂ji, where i and j are chosen to be the pair of atoms in
the molecule which are the most widely separated, with i < j. E.g. if atoms 3 and 5
within the molecule were the most widely separated then ẑ would be ẑ = R̂53 (and
not ẑ = R̂35).

• general: For a molecule without the linear symmetry just described all 3 degrees
of freedom must be specified in order to fully characterise the molecule’s orientation.
Such molecules are categorised as ‘general’ in DL MONTE-2. For ‘general’ molecules
the format of the sub-frame is as follows. The first line contains the name of the
molecule followed by its class (i.e. ‘general’). The second line contains the centre-of-
mass of the molecule. Finally, the third, fourth and fifth lines contain, respectively,
the unit vectors x̂, ŷ and ẑ corresponding to the local x-, y- and z-axes of the molecule.
The following conventions are used when defining x̂, ŷ and ẑ. Firstly, as was the case
for ‘linear’ molecules, ẑ = R̂ji, where i and j are chosen to be the pair of atoms in
the molecule which are the most widely separated, with i < j. Note that by thus
choosing ẑ we have defined the z-axis, and by extension also the xy-plane, though we
have not yet pinned down exactly which directions the x- and y-axes point within this
plane. With this in mind, once ẑ is chosen, the y-axis is then chosen via ŷ = R̂lk,
where k and l are the pair of atoms in the molecule whose separation vector has the
largest projection onto the xy-plane, with k < l. Formally, k and l are the pair of
atoms which maximise |Rlk − (ẑ · Rlk)ẑ|. Finally, since the z- and y-axes are now
known, the x-axis is determined via x̂ = ŷ × ẑ.



Chapter 4

Force Fields

For the purposes of Monte Carlo simulation, an MC force field is, by definition, a collection
of energy terms contributing to the Hamiltonian of a given system, owing to the fact that
the actual forces acting between ‘atoms’ are, generally, irrelevant and not used in MC. That
said, adopting the commonly used terminology, the force field definitions in DL MONTE-
2 largely follow the DL POLY conventions. Apart from the basic properties of ‘atoms’
(e.g. type, mass, charge), their pairwise and possibly multi-body, so-called non-bonded,
interactions, the input also includes definitions of the topology (i.e. internal structure) of
all the distinct molecular species present. Thus, part of the force field determines intra-
molecular, so-called bonded, interactions, such as chemical bonds (or, generally, connectivity
between more abstract ‘monomeric’ units), bending, dihedral (torsion) and inversion angles
within a molecule.

4.1 Intramolecular Interactions

This section provides definitions, keywords and input parameters for all intramolecular,
so-called “bonded”, interactions available in DL MONTE-2. These include potentials for
bonds (covalent or higher level pair connections) and various angles formed by atoms or
“beads” within a molecule (valence or bending angles; dihedral angles, also known as “tor-
sions”; and inversion angles).

Note: DL MONTE-2 follows the ‘exclusion’ (aka ‘restrain’) convention employed by
DL POLY-4, i.e. excludes bonded intramolecular pairs (aka 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 pairs) from the
electrostatic and VdW interactions, unless a dash (minus) symbol ‘-’ precedes the
keyword for the corresponding type(s): bond for 1-2, angle for 1-3, and dihedral or
inversion for 1-4. That is, in order to switch on the full Coulomb and VdW interactions
for a particular 1-2, 1-3 or 1-4 connected pair, one has to use ‘-<keyword>’ for that
intramolecular interaction type. It is also worth noting that such an exclusion/inclusion
specification is dominated by bond types: if there is a bond directly connecting a pair of
atoms participating also in either angle or dihedral (or inversion) interaction, the “non-

65
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bonded” interactions will be either excluded or included based solely on the bond type.

4.1.1 Bonding Potentials

The bonding potentials describe direct pairwise connections within a molecule: either chem-
ical bonds between atoms, or ficticious bonds between model beads, mediated by the un-
derlying molecular structure, in a coarse-grain model. These are functions of the distance
between two bonded sites, as is depicted in the figure.

i

rij

j

Figure 4.1: The bond vector between two interacting sites.

The potential forms for setting up bond connections are listed below. The corresponding
keywords, to be entered in the ‘bond [types]’ subsection in the FIELD file, are also given.

1. Harmonic bond: [-]harm

U(rij) =
1

2
k(rij − ro)2 (4.1)

2. Morse potential: [-]mors

U(rij) = Eo[{1− exp(−k(rij − ro))}2 − 1] (4.2)

3. 12-6 potential bond: [-]12-6

U(rij) =

(
A

r12
ij

)
−

(
B

r6
ij

)
(4.3)

4. Lennard-Jones potential: [-]lj

U(rij) = 4ε

[(
σ

rij

)12

−
(
σ

rij

)6
]

(4.4)

5. Restrained harmonic: [-]rhrm

U(rij) =

{
1
2k(rij − ro)2 : |rij − ro| ≤ rc
1
2kr

2
c + krc(|rij − ro| − rc) : |rij − ro| > rc

(4.5)

6. Quartic potential: [-]quar

U(rij) =
k

2
(rij − ro)2 +

k′

3
(rij − ro)3 +

k′′

4
(rij − ro)4 (4.6)
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7. Buckingham potential: [-]buck

U(rij) = A exp

(
−rij
ρ

)
− C

r6
ij

(4.7)

8. Shifted finitely extendible non-linear elastic (FENE) potential: [-]fene

U(rij) =

 −0.5 k R2
o ln

[
1−

(
rij−∆
Ro

)2
]

: |rij −∆| < Ro

∞ : |rij −∆| ≥ Ro
(4.8)

The FENE potential is used to maintain the distance between connected beads and
to prevent chains from crossing each other. It is used in combination with the WCA
potential to create a potential well for the flexible bonds of a molecule, that maintains
the topology of the molecule. This implementation allows for a radius shift of up to
half a Ro (|∆| ≤ 0.5 Ro) with a default of zero (∆default = 0).

In these formulae rij is the distance between interaction sites i and j:

rij = |rj − ri| (4.9)

where r` is the position vector of site `.

Note: Bond types having a dash (minus) ‘-’ as the first character of their keywords, do
not contribute to the exclusion list of “non-bonded” interations and, hence, the electrostatic
and VdW interactions for such pairs are always calculated.
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4.1.2 Valence or Bending Angle Potentials

The valence angle potentials describe local bending within a molecular structure by impos-
ing energetic constraints for triplets of succesive bonded interation sites (atoms or beads)
within the same molecule, see the figure.

i

j

θ
rij rik

k

Figure 4.2: The valence (bending) angle and the associated bond vectors

These should not be confused with the three-body (non-bonded) potentials described
later, which are defined by atom types rather than indices.

The available potential forms for bending angles are listed below. The corresponding key-
words, to be entered in the ‘angle [types]’ subsection in the FIELD file, are also given.

1. Harmonic: [-]harm

U(θjik) =
k

2
(θjik − θ0)2 (4.10)

2. Quartic: [-]quar

U(θjik) =
k

2
(θjik − θ0)2 +

k′

3
(θjik − θ0)3 +

k′′

4
(θjik − θ0)4 (4.11)

3. Harmonic cosine: [-]hcos

U(θjik) =
k

2
(cos(θjik)− cos(θ0))2 (4.12)

4. Cosine: [-]cos
U(θjik) = A [1 + cos(m θjik − δ)] (4.13)

5. Truncated harmonic: [-]thrm

U(θjik) =
k

2
(θjik − θ0)2 exp[−(r8

ij + r8
ik)/ρ

8] (4.14)

6. Screened harmonic: [-]shrm

U(θjik) =
k

2
(θjik − θ0)2 exp[−(rij/ρ1 + rik/ρ2)] (4.15)
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7. MM3 stretch-bend: [-]mmsb

U(θjik) = A (θjik − θ0) (rij − roij) (rik − roik) (4.16)

8. Compass stretch-stretch: [-]stst

U(θjik) = A (rij − roij) (rik − roik) (4.17)

9. Compass stretch-bend: [-]stbe

U(θjik) = A (θjik − θ0) (rij − roij) (4.18)

10. Compass all terms: [-]cmps

U(θjik) = A (rij − roij) (rik − roik) + (θjik − θ0) [B (rij − roij) + C (rik − roik)] (4.19)

In the above formulae θjik is the angle between bond vectors rij and rik:

θjik = cos−1

{
rij · rik
rijrik

}
. (4.20)

The most general form for the valence angle potentials can be written as:

U(θjik, rij , rik) = A(θjik) S(rij) S(rik) S(rik) , (4.21)

where A(θ) is a purely angular function and S(r) is a screening or truncation function. All
the function arguments are scalars. With this reduction the force on an atom derived from
the valence angle potential is given by:

fα` = − ∂

∂rα`
U(θjik, rij , rik, rjk) , (4.22)

with atomic label ` being one of i, j, k and α indicating the x, y, z component.

Note that, like with bonds, DL MONTE-2 excludes 1-3 pairs (not directly connected by
a bond) from the electrostatic and VdW interactions, unless a dash (minus) symbol
‘-’ precedes the keyword for the corresponding angle type (in which case all the
1-3 pairs participating in angles of that type will experience full electrostatic and VdW
interactions).
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4.1.3 Dihedral Angle Potentials

The dihedral angle potentials describe the interaction arising from torsional forces in molecules,
whence sometimes referred to as “torsion” potentials. These require the specification of four
atomic positions, see the figure.

Φ

i

rjk

rij rkn

j k

n

Figure 4.3: The dihedral (torsion) angle and associated bond vectors

The available potential forms for dihedrals are listed below. The corresponding keywords,
to be entered in the ‘dihed[ral types]’ subsection in the FIELD file, are also given.

1. Cosine potential: [-]cos

U(φijkn) = A [1 + cos(mφijkn − δ)] (4.23)

2. Harmonic: [-]harm

U(φijkn) =
k

2
(φijkn − φ0)2 (4.24)

3. Harmonic cosine: [-]hcos

U(φijkn) =
k

2
(cos(φijkn)− cos(φ0))2 (4.25)

4. Triple cosine: [-]cos3

U(φ) =
1

2
{A1 (1 + cos(φ)) +A2 (1− cos(2φ)) +A3 (1 + cos(3φ))} (4.26)

5. Ryckaert-Bellemans with fixed constants a-f: [-]ryck

U(φ) = A { a+ b cos(φ) + c cos2(φ) + d cos3(φ) + e cos4(φ) + f cos5(φ) } (4.27)

6. Fluorinated Ryckaert-Bellemans with fixed constants a-h: [-]rbf

U(φ) = A { a+ b cos(φ) + c cos2(φ) + d cos3(φ) + e cos4(φ) + f cos5(φ) +

g exp(−h(φ− π)2)) }(4.28)
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7. OPLS torsion potential: [-]opls

U(φ) = A0 +
1

2
{A1 (1 + cos(φ)) +A2 (1− cos(2φ)) +A3 (1 + cos(3φ))} (4.29)

In these formulae φijkn is the dihedral angle defined by

φijkn = cos−1{B(rij , rjk, rkn)} , (4.30)

with

B(rij , rjk, rkn) =

{
(rij × rjk) · (rjk × rkn)

|rij × rjk||rjk × rkn|

}
. (4.31)

With this definition, the sign of the dihedral angle is positive if the vector product
(rij × rjk)× (rjk × rkn) is in the same direction as the bond vector rjk and negative if
in the opposite direction.

Note that, like with angles, DL MONTE-2 excludes 1-4 pairs (not directly connected by
a bond) from the electrostatic and VdW interactions, unless a dash (minus) symbol
‘-’ precedes the keyword for the corresponding angle type (in which case all the
1-4 pairs participating in dihedral angles of that type will experience full electrostatic and
VdW interactions).
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4.1.3.1 Improper Dihedral Angle Potentials

Improper dihedrals are used to restrict the geometry of molecules and as such need not have
a simple relation to conventional chemical bonding DL MONTE-2 makes no distinction
between dihedral and improper dihedral angle functions (both are calculated by the same
routines) and all the comments made in the preceding section apply.

An important example of the use of the improper dihedral is to conserve the structure
of chiral centres in molecules modelled by united-atom centres. For example α-amino acids
such as alanine (CH3CH(NH2)COOH), in which it is common to represent the CH3 and
CH groups as single centres. Conservation of the chirality of the α carbon is achieved
by defining a harmonic improper dihedral angle potential with an equilibrium angle of
35.264o. The angle is defined by vectors r12, r23 and r34, where the atoms 1,2,3 and 4 are
shown in the following figure. The figure defines the D and L enantiomers consistent with
the international (IUPAC) convention. When defining the dihedral the atom indices are
entered in DL MONTE-2 in the order 1-2-3-4.
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α

β

D

1

2

3

4

C

N

H

α

β

L

L = α - N - C - β
1 2 3 4

D = α - C - N - β
1 2 3 4

Figure 4.4: The L and D enantiomers and defining vectors
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4.1.4 Inversion Angle Potentials

The inversion angle potentials describe the interaction arising from a particular geometry
of three atoms around a central atom. The best known example of this is the arrangement
of hydrogen atoms around nitrogen in ammonia to form a trigonal pyramid. The hydrogens
can ‘flip’ like an inverting umbrella to an alternative structure, which in this case is identical,
but in principle causes a change in chirality. The force restraining the ammonia to one
structure can be described as an inversion potential (though it is usually augmented by
valence angle potentials also).

The inversion angle is defined in the figure above – note that the inversion angle
potential is a sum of the three possible inversion angle terms. It resembles a
dihedral potential in that it requires the specification of four atomic positions.

Φ

i

j

k

n

Figure 4.5: The inversion angle and associated vectors

The following potential functions are available to set up inversion angles. The corresponding
keywords, to be entered in the ‘inver[sion types]’ subsection in the FIELD file, are given
in parenthesis.

1. Harmonic: [-]harm

U(φijkn) =
k

2
(φijkn − φ0)2 (4.32)

2. Harmonic cosine: [-]hcos

U(φijkn) =
k

2
(cos(φijkn)− cos(φ0))2 (4.33)

3. Planar potential: [-]plan

U(φijkn) = A [1− cos(φijkn)] (4.34)
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4. Extended planar potential: [-]xpln

U(φijkn) =
k

2
[1− cos(m φijkn − φ0)] (4.35)

In these formulae φijkn is the inversion angle defined by

φijkn = cos−1

{
rij · wkn
rijwkn

}
, (4.36)

with
wkn = (rij · ûkn)ûkn + (rij · v̂kn)v̂kn (4.37)

and the unit vectors

ûkn = (r̂ik + r̂in)/|r̂ik + r̂in|
v̂kn = (r̂ik − r̂in)/|r̂ik − r̂in| . (4.38)

As usual, rij = rj − ri etc. and the hat r̂ indicates a unit vector in the direction of r. The
total inversion potential requires the calculation of three such angles, the formula being
derived from the above using the cyclic permutation of the indices j → k → n→ j etc.

Equivalently, the angle φijkn may be written as

φijkn = cos−1

{
[(rij · ûkn)2 + (rij · v̂kn)2]1/2

rij

}
. (4.39)

Note that, like with dihedral angles, DL MONTE-2 excludes 1-4 pairs (not directly con-
nected by a bond) from the electrostatic and VdW interactions, unless a dash (minus)
symbol ‘-’ precedes the keyword for the corresponding angle type (in which case all
the 1-4 pairs participating in dihedral angles of that type will experience full electrostatic
and VdW interactions).
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4.2 Interactions Between Non-bonded Sites

The format of specifying the non-bonded interactions in the FIELD file has been described
in Section 3.1.6. Two types of non-bonded interactions are available in DL MONTE-2: pair-
wise and three-body potentials, for which the functional forms, keywords and parameters,
to be given in the FIELD file, are shown in the next two tables. The DL MONTE-2 input
format for non-bonded potentials has been mostly adopted from the DL POLY-4 FIELD
format and, thus, additional details can be found in the DL POLY-4 manual.

Note that, starting with version 2.02, DL MONTE provides greater generality for spec-
ifying the short-range pairwise (VdW) interactions. That is, most of the pair potentials
can be defined by a general formula:

Uαβ(r; rsurf) = Uαβ(r − rsurf)

where rsurf sets the effective inter-particle surface distance, thereby shifting the interaction
origin from the particle center(s), r0 = 0, towards their effective surface contact, r0 = rsurf .
Apart from pedagogical purposes, this definition is especially useful for modelling effective
coarse-grain interactions between large spherically shaped aggregates, such as colloids. The
values of rsurf > 0 can be provided as the last (optional) non-zero parameter following the
set of mandadory parameters for a given VdW potential where possible, see [rs] in table 4.1.

As an experimental feature, since ver.2.02 DL MONTE-2also allows the
user to define their own pair interactions in analytical form. The user-defined
potentials (and possibly virials) are to be introduced within two dedicated FORTRAN source
files (see further) prior to compilation and building the corresponding executable(s).
An advanced user is advised to refer to the contents of the two ”inclusion” files – ‘user potentials.inc’
and ‘user vdw insert.inc’, where examples of user-defined potentials are given, which can
easily be redefined too. Up to five user-defined short-range VdW potential forms are cur-
rently supported, to be invoked from within the ‘VdW’ subsection in FIELD file with
keywords of the following form: ‘usr1’ ... ‘usr5’, in a manner analogous to how other VdW
potentials are parameterized, assuming all the five possible parameter values are explicitly
set by relevant records within the VdW section.

WARNING: it is user’s responsibility to ensure that the user potentials are
defined and introduced correctly; after user’s intervention in the source files
DL MONTE-2 may fail to compile into a reliably working executable! Note
also that user’s VdW definitions will only be engaged upon compiling DL MONTE-2 with
‘vdw direct module.f90’ copied into ‘vdw module.f90’ (as opposed to the tabulated-and-
interpolated calculations alternative provided in ‘vdw tables module.f90’, see Sec. 2.1).
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Table 4.1: Short-range (VdW) pair potential definitions
key potential type parameters (up to 5) functional form

hs Hard sphere (HS) σ UHS(r < σ) =∞, 0 otherwise

hsqw HS & square well σ rc ε U(r) = UHS(r) + USW(r)
(square shoulder) USW(σ < r < rc) = ε, 0 otherwise

lj/slj Lennard-Jones ε σ [rs] U(r) = 4ε
[(

σ
r

)12 −
(
σ
r

)6]
12-6 12-6 powers A B [rs] U(r) = A

r12
− B

r6

9-3 9-3 powers A B [rs] U(r) = A
r9
− B

r3

10-4 10-4 powers A B [rs] U(r) = A
r10
− B

r4

wca WCA ε σ [rs] U(r < 2
1
6 σ) = 4ε

[(
σ
r

)12 −
(
σ
r

)6]
+ ε

hbnd 12-10 H-bond A B [rs] U(r) = A
r12
− B

r10

buck Buckingham A ρ C [rs] U(r) = A exp
(
− r
ρ

)
− C

r6

mors Morse-Pedone E0 r0 k C [rs] U(r) = Eo{[1− exp(−k(r − ro))]2 − 1}+ C
r12

pnm n > m powers A B n m [rs] U(r) = A
rn −

B
rm

nm n > m scaled Eo n m r0 [rs] U(r) = Eo
(n−m)

[
m
(
ro
r

)n − n ( ror )m]
snm Shifted force† Eo n m r0 r‡c U(r) = αEo

(n−m)×

n > m
[
mβn

{(
ro
r

)n − ( 1
γ

)n}
− nβm

{(
ro
r

)m − ( 1
γ

)m}]
+nmαEo

(n−m)

(
r−γro
γro

){(
β
γ

)n
−
(
β
γ

)m}
bhm Born-Huggins- A B σ C D U(r) = A exp[B(σ − r)]− C

r6
− D

r8

Meyer (BHM)

a-o A-O σb q ηrs U(r) = UHS(r) + UAO(r)

UAO(r) = −ηrs
(1+q)3

q3

[
1− 3r

2σb(1+q) + r3

2σ3
b(1+q)3

]
for σb < r < σb + σs

yuka Yukawa σ κ ε U(r) = UHS(r) + UY(r)
UY(r > σ) = εσr exp[−κ(r − σ)]

† α, β and γ are compound expressions involving the variables Eo, n,m, r0 and rc.
‡ rc defaults to the general van der Waals cutoff if it is set to zero or unspecified.
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Table 4.2: Three-body potential definitions

key potential type Variables (1-4) functional form†

thrm Truncated harmonic k θ0 ρ U(θ) = k
2 (θ − θ0)2 exp[−(r8

ij + r8
ik)/ρ

8]

shrm Screened harmonic k θ0 ρ1 ρ2 U(θ) = k
2 (θ − θ0)2 exp[−(rij/ρ1 + rik/ρ2)]

bvs1 Screened Vessal k θ0 ρ1 ρ2 U(θ) = k
8(θ−θ0)2

{[
(θ0 − π)2 − (θ − π)2

]2}
exp[−(rij/ρ1 + rik/ρ2)]

bvs2 Truncated Vessal k θ0 a ρ U(θ) = k
[
θa(θ − θ0)2(θ + θ0 − 2π)2 − a

2π
a−1

(θ − θ0)2(π − θ0)3
]

exp[−(r8
ij + r8

ik)/ρ
8]

hbnd H-bond Dhb Rhb U(θ) = Dhbcos
4(θ)[5(Rhb/rjk)

12 − 6(Rhb/rjk)
10]

†θ is the a-b-c angle.

Note that the fifth variable is the range at which the three body potential is truncated.
The distance is in Å, measured from the central atom.



Chapter 5

Methodology

5.1 Overview

The DL MONTE-2 package aims to provide an MC software which:

• includes a wide variety of force fields, as well as ‘standard’ MC functionality (for
example the ability to simulate atoms and molecules in the NV T , NPT and µV T
ensembles), making it suitable for use in broad academic research;

• includes various state-of-the-art MC methods, facilitating the uptake of these methods
by the scientific community;

• is open source, accessible, and well documented;

• is cross-compatible with DL POLY as much as possible, thus acting as a complemen-
tary MC alternative to DL POLY.

This chapter describes the major concepts, methods and auxilary algorithmic solutions
implemented in the DL MONTE-2. Note, however, that it is not intended to cover the
well-known general theory underpinning standard Monte Carlo (Metropolis) algorithms
and their implementation in DL MONTE-2. Uninitiated readers who are interested in
learning more about both MC and MD techniques are referred to the many comprehensive
textbooks on molecular simulation, see e.g. [5, 6].

Below the methodological aspects of DL MONTE-2 (version 2.05) are presented in some
detail, with particular emphasis on the extensive functionality which has been added to the
program since the release of version 1 in 2013 [7]. The most important additions include
the lattice-switch MC method; and the widely-used methods for calculating free energy
profiles – hereafter collectively referred to as free energy difference (FED) methods – which
can be used in conjunction with replica-exchange parallel tempering. Another new feature
is the ability to treat systems confined to a planar pore, i.e. in ‘slit’ or ‘slab’ geometry. In
this latter context, numerous types of wall-particle potential are provided, including hard

78
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or soft walls, and walls bearing surface charge density. Long-range electrostatics are also
supported in both conventional (i.e. periodic 3D) and slit geometries.

DL MONTE-2 has also been equipped with a Python based simulation management
and analysis toolkit. This includes both programming and in-browser iPython interfaces
for execution of the code and manipulation of simulation input and output. The toolkit
also implements the powerful multi-histogram reweighting analysis method [31] as an ex-
tensible Python API class, as well as a self-contained weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM) [32] utility that is ready to apply directly to FED output data.

5.1.1 Testing the overall integrity of MC calculations

The developers pay great attention to the correctness and accuracy of the core algorithms
implemented in DL MONTE-2. For example, it is crucial to ensure self-consistency of the
energy (re-)calculation routines which are many and specific for every type of MC move. To
this end, DL MONTE-2 has a very powerful, yet conceptually simple, “first-aid” debugging
instrument which automates the flagging of accumulated errors due to inaccuracies in the
updates of various energy contributions. It is called the rolling energy check. That is,
periodically the total energy and all its separate terms are recalculated from scratch and the
accumulated (rolling) energies are then checked against these newly recalculated value(s).
This procedure relies, of course, on the (presumed) validity of the total energy calculation,
which has to be assured only occasionally (say, during major code refactoring or upon
introduction of new interaction terms). In practice, this check is carried out at least once –
at the end of a simulation, but one can require more frequent energy checks by specifying
in the input the number of MC steps between two consecutive checks.

5.1.2 Performance and optimisation

DL MONTE-2 has a number of features and controls for tweaking the efficiency of a sim-
ulation. These include: tunable neighbour lists (auto-updated or user-tailored), automatic
rejection of MC moves resulting in particles found within a pre-defined distance from each
other, and two modes of loop parallelisation: atom-wise or molecule-wise. As is common
for simulation packages, DL MONTE-2 can be compiled and run in a high-performance
computing (HPC) environment (e.g. on Beowulf clusters) with the use of MPI libraries (to
be pre-installed separately), which enables its internal parallelisation of the most expensive
calculations: the energy updates and the Ewald summation for long-range electrostatics.

5.2 General concepts

In DL MONTE-2 the system is abstracted into ‘atoms’ and ‘molecules’: atoms are treated
as point-like particles, and molecules are collections of atoms which can be moved collec-
tively. This, along with a versatile selection of potential forms which can be combined into
different force fields, allows for simulation of a wide range of systems – including fluids,
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colloids, inorganic solids, semiconductors, metals, and biomolecules. These include sys-
tems comprised of combinations of ‘free’ unconnected atoms (so-called ‘atomic field’), and
molecules possessing structure: rigid and flexible ones.

5.2.1 Force fields via selection of the Hamiltonian terms

For the purposes of Monte Carlo simulation, an MC force field is, by definition, a collection
of energy terms contributing to the Hamiltonian of a given system, owing to the fact that
the actual forces acting between ‘atoms’ are, generally, irrelevant and not used in MC. That
said, adopting the commonly used terminology, the force field definitions in DL MONTE-
2 largely follow the DL POLY conventions. Apart from the basic properties of ‘atoms’
(e.g. type, mass, charge), their pairwise and possibly many-body, so-called non-bonded,
interactions, the input also includes definitions of the topology (i.e. internal structure) of
all the distinct molecular species present. Thus, part of the force field determines intra-
molecular, so-called bonded, interactions, such as chemical bonds (or, generally, connectivity
between more abstract ‘monomeric’ units), bending, dihedral (torsion) and inversion angles
within a molecule.

In general, the force field contributions to the Hamiltonian can be categorised by a few
major interaction types (see Sec.4 for details):

• long-ranged pairwise electrostatic interactions acting between charged atoms (if present);

• short-ranged pairwise van der Waals (VDW) interactions acting between non-bonded
atoms which can either belong to different molecules or sit on the same molecule;

• three-body interactions: non-bonded and/or bonded, e.g. bending angles in molecules
(if present);

• bonded four-body interactions: torsion and inversion angles in molecules (if present);

• many-body non-bonded interactions: Tersoff and metal potentials (if present);

• interaction of atoms with an external field (if present).

The set of energy contributions to the model Hamiltonian can be expressed as follows:
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which represents a subset of terms available in DL POLY-4 (excluding rather expensive
4-body, core-shell and MD-specific tether terms).

A number of widely used functional forms are supported for the two-, three- and four-
body interactions, and up to five additional pairwise (VDW) interactions can be defined in
analytical form by the user (see Sec. 4.1,4.2). Within a given force field, the listed interaction
types can be combined. However, to avoid ambiguity, only one specific interaction from each
category can be applied to a particular set of atoms at the same time. We also note that
pairwise exclusion rules can be specified for VDW and Coulomb intramolecular interactions
between the following pairs pertaining to the structural elements within a molecule: 1-2
(bonds), 1-3 (bending angles), and 1-4 (dihedral and inversion angles). The exclusions
in DL MONTE-2 are aimed to mimic those in the known conventional force fields (e.g.
CHARMM, Martini etc.).
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5.2.2 Monte Carlo moves for mimicking particle dynamics

For generating new configurations DL MONTE-2 implements seven standard MC moves:

• atom or molecule translation (applicable in all ensembles)

• molecule rotation (applicable in all ensembles)

• atom insertion/deletion (grand-canonical ensemble; possibly cavity biased)

• molecule insertion/deletion (grand-canonical ensemble; possibly cavity biased)

• identity mutation of atoms or molecules (semi-grand ensemble)

• pairwise swaps of atoms or molecules (mutual transmutation)

• volume moves attempting variations in cell dimensions and/or shape (NpT ensembles)

most of which can be used in combination, with the exception of the moves specific to either
grand-canonical (GCMC) or isobaric-isothermal (NpT) ensembles.

This set of generic MC moves is sufficient for most of the simulation scenaria, whereas
more sophisticated moves are planned for addition in the future, e.g. pivot moves, config-
urational bias [6, 33] and geometric cluster algorithm [34, 35].

5.2.3 Boundary conditions

Along with conventional 3D periodic boundary conditions, the program also supports the
planar pore (or ‘slit’) geometry with quasi-2D boundary conditions, in which the system
is periodic in the X and Y directions, but confined in the Z direction. The slit constraint
is enhanced with an extensive set of external potentials, including most of the available
short-range (VdW) types re-defined as particle-surface interactions.

Two approaches are available for including the long-range corrections to electrostatic
interactions in quasi-2D slit geometry. In the first case, with true non-periodic Z-dimension,
a computationally inexpensive approach is to employ a mean-field approximation (MFA) for
the Coulomb interactions between the charges in the primary cell and the external charge
density outside of the simulation cell (which is set equal to the charge distribution within
the cell). [36, 37, 38, 12] This self-consistent MFA scheme works best for unstructured
fluids with high dielectric permittivity, e.g. solvent-free CG models. The second approach,
which is often used in MD simulations of confined solutions, is to utilise a so-called ‘slab’
arrangement within a normal fully periodic simulation cell. [39, 40, 41] In this case, the Z-
dimension of the simulation cell is extended and filled with vacuum beyond the actual slit
confinement. The regular (3D) Ewald summation method can then be employed, provided
the Coulomb interactions vanish in the Z direction within the extended vacuum portion.
The ‘slit’ and ‘slab’ constraints are illustrated in Fig. 5.2.3. Note that walls bearing a
smeared charge density can only be used with the ‘slit’ MFA setup, whereas for the ‘slab’
actual point-like charges should be placed within the wall plane(s), see also Sec. 3.1.3.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the two (nano-) pore constraints in Z dimension of the primary
cell, i.e. ‘simulation box’: (top) ‘slit’ with 2D PBC and (bottom) ‘slab’ with 3D PBC. In
both cases the two (hard or soft) walls restrict the simulated species within the planar pore.
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5.2.4 Thermodynamic ensembles

As well as the canonical (NV T ) ensemble, simulations can be performed in other thermo-
dynamic ensembles:

• isobaric-isothermal (NPT ) and isotension-isothermal (NPxyT ), where MC moves at-
tempting variations in the volume of the system are applied;

• grand canonical (µV T ), where atoms or molecules are added and removed from the
system while maintaining the system at either fixed chemical potential, activity (aka
‘fugacity’) or partial gas pressure (see Sec. 5.3);

• semi-grand canonical ensemble, where the total number of atoms/molecules is fixed,
but the concentrations of species can change via identity swaps, i.e. pairwise ‘muta-
tions’ of atoms or molecules while the difference between the chemical potentials of
the two species involved is kept constant.

Note that the grand and semi-grand canonical ensembles are ‘open’ ensembles – particles
are effectively exchanged with (virtual) external reservoirs in the course of a simulation.
It is worth noting that open ensembles are often more efficient in simulation of chemical
equilibria and analysis of chemical composition (with relatively small moieties) than closed
ensembles.

5.2.5 Beyond the standard Monte Carlo

DL MONTE-2 also implements a number of advanced methods which go beyond the tra-
ditional thermodynamic ensembles, namely:

• Cavity biased atom insertion/deletion (grand-canonical ensemble, see Sec. 5.3.2).

• Cavity biased molecule insertion/deletion (grand-canonical ensemble, see Sec. 5.3.2).

• Gibbs ensemble MC [15], in which two coexisting phases are simulated simultaneously
in a single simulation, without the requirement of creating an interface between them.
This method is commonly used to study vapour-liquid and liquid-liquid equilibria.

• Replica exchange parallel tempering, [17, 18] in which multiple replicas of the system
are simulated simultaneously at different temperatures. The characteristic feature of
this method is that the replicas are coupled: MC moves which ‘swap’ configurations
belonging to different temperatures are attempted periodically. The end result is
improved sampling efficiency in the low-temperature copies of the system if the energy
landscape has many competing local minima.

• Various FED methods which collectively can be regarded as generalised ensemble
methods: harmonic umbrella sampling [19, 20], expanded ensemble [23, 24], Wang-
Landau scheme for on-the-fly bias optimisation [28], transition-matrix [29, 30] and
lattice-switch MC [16].
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We elaborate on DL MONTE’s capability in regard to FED methods, as well as the theory
which underpins these methods, later in Section 5.5. Lattice-switch MC, a method for
evaluating the free energy difference between two given solid phases to high precision,
which draws heavily on the FED methods, is described in Section 5.5.5.

5.3 Grand Canonical (GC) and Semi-Grand (SG) ensembles

GCMC and SGMC are very powerful means for studying open systems in chemical equilib-
rium, i.e. where one or more species can be exchanged with an external reservoir. These
ensembles are a trait of Monte Carlo simulation (i.e. not accessible to pure MD) and are
especially suited for simulation of adsorption in porous materials, surface/interface and
aggregation phenomena.

In the most general formulation, an attempted insertion or deletion of a single particle,
‘atom’ in DL MONTE-2 terms, are accepted with the following probabilities,

Pins(r
N → rN+1) = min[1,

V Λ−3

N + 1
exp{−β(U(rN+1)− U(rN )− µ)}]

and

Pdel(r
N → rN−1) = min[1,

N

V Λ−3
exp{−β(U(rN−1)− U(rN ) + µ)}],

where Λ and µ denote de Broglie wavelength and chemical potential of the attempted
species.

As is often preferred, effective chemical potentials, βµ∗ = βµ− 3 ln Λ, can be used
in DL MONTE-2’s input. Furthermore, since µ∗ is defined up to an arbitrary constant:
µ∗ = µ+µ0 (where µ0 is some reference potential), sometimes it is more convenient to work
with an equivalent definition in terms of chemical activities, RT lnα = µ∗ − µ0 = µ. In
this case the above acceptance probabilities become:

Pins(r
N → rN+1) = min[1,

V α∗

N + 1
exp{−β(U(rN+1)− U(rN ))}]

and

Pdel(r
N → rN−1) = min[1,

N

V α∗
exp{−β(U(rN−1)− U(rN ))}],

which is actually the default scheme for GCMC in DL MONTE-2, i.e. α∗ = exp(µ∗/RT )
is presumed as the default unit in DL MONTE-2’s input (CONTROL file, see Sec. 3.1.1).

Yet another GCMC convention is to use the partial gas pressure, or fugacity f , of
a species as the input reference. In the limit of infinite dilution (i.e. the ideal gas limit)
limpgas→0(f/pgas) = 1, so that f∗ = RTα∗ has the units of pressure. f∗ can also be used as
input, providing the ‘use gaspressure’ directive is invoked in CONTROL (see Sec. 3.1.2).

To summarise, DL MONTE-2 allows the user to adopt any of the three GCMC conven-
tions mentioned above, where for the first convention the effective chemical potential(s) can
be set in either kJ/mol or the reduced (kBT ) units. Activation of the preferred convention
in a simulation is done via the CONTROL file (see Secs. 3.1.2, 3.1.3).
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5.3.1 Semi-Grand Canonincal ensemble (SGC)

The Grand-Canonical approach is easily adapted for simultaneously exchanging two moi-
eties with the external reservoir, which effectively results in particle “mutation”. That is,
while a particle of one type (species 1) is removed from the system, a particle of another
type (species 2) is inserted. Clearly, in order to maintain chemical equilibrium (and to also
satisfy the detailed balance), the reverse exchange must be allowed. In practice, it is most
effective to insert a new particle (specimen 2) at the position of the one being removed
(specimen 1).

Such a coupled (mutual) specimen mutation is implemented in MC moves which attempt
specimen identity swaps by randomly selecting a particle of one species and attempting to
transform it into another species. The corresponding acceptance probability is,

Pmut(N1 → N1 − 1;N2 → N2 + 1) = min[1,
N1

N2 + 1
exp{−β(∆UN1↓,N2↑ −∆µ12)}].

DL MONTE-2 implements specimen mutations for both atoms and molecules (see Sec. 3.1.3).1

5.3.2 Cavity Bias in GCMC

When dealing with dense phases (e.g. liquid water) or adsorption of gases in nano-porous
materials (e.g. zeolites, MOFs) GCMC might suffer from poor acceptance ratio(s). In such
cases configurational biasing techniques proved to be very useful for improving on both the
efficiency of samling and the accuracy of the obtained statistics. One type of such biasing
schemes, based on searching for existing voids (or ‘cavities’) in highly filled systems, is
called cavity bias. DL MONTE-2 implements two cavity bias algorithms: searching on (i)
a 3D grid or (ii) a 3D mesh, which are briefly described below.

The idea of cavity bias is to keep track of unoccupied cavities in the system, where
the voids sought for are sufficiently large to ensure a definite or relatively certain insertion
of a particle or a small molecule (e.g. CO2, NH3, H2O etc) [8, 9]. Then, the insertion
attempts (often definite events) can sample the remaining empty space directly, whereas
the acceptance probabilities for both inserts and deletes are amended so that the overall
sampling is kept unbiased.

According to the original Mezei’s procedure, the probability of finding a cavity as a
function of the number of particles present is estimated in the course of a simulation by
the progressively accumulated histogram, Pc(N) ← Hc(N), which enters the Metropolis
acceptance criteria:2

Pins(N → N + 1) = min[1, Hc(N)
V α∗

N + 1
exp(−β∆UN→N+1)]

and

Pdel(N → N − 1) = min[1,
N

Hc(N − 1)V α∗
exp(−β∆UN→N−1)].

1Note that for SGC simulations the activity and gas-pressure input options are not available.
2Note that DL MONTE-2 does not implement the original Mezei’s algorithm.
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The positions for insertion attempts (a few dosen per CB-GCMC move) are then chosen
in accord with the current estimate of Pc(N), whereas the unbiasing is due to the above
amended acceptance rules, i.e. at the stage of decision making about the attempted move.

A straightforward and inexpensive approach is to perform the search and bookkeeping
on a cubic 3D grid. Let us first consider a system of hard spheres of diamater d. In any
given configuration, a grid node (k) is considered ‘empty’ if no existing particle overlaps
with a virtual particle centered on node k, i.e. the condition, rk,i > d, ∀ i = 1, N , is
fulfilled for all the particles, see Fig. 5.3.2(a,b). In this case there is no need to estimate
Pc(N), since it reduces to the fraction of ‘empty’ grid nodes that “do not overlap” with
any particle present in the system, Pc = nempty/ntotal, which can easily be accounted for
exactly for any configuration. In a more general case where particles possess soft repulsive
cores (e.g. Lennard-Jonesium), the same procedure can still be applied after an effective
hard-core diameter(s) is/are defined as the soft-core overlap distance(s) at which the pair
interaction energy exceeds sufficiently high value, say 100 kBT , preventing such particle
separations from being accepted anyway (indeed, for the sake of efficiency, in DL MONTE-
2 similar checks for pairwise ‘hard-core’ overlaps are performed upon any MC attempt, i.e.
prior calculating actual energy variations). Clearly, the only difference between the cases of
hard and soft cores is that with hard cores ∆U in the equations for Pins and Pdel trivially
equals zero, whereas with soft cores the calculated energy differences do contribute to the
acceptance criteria above.

In order to invoke the cavity bias in a GCMC simulation, the user has to include the
directive ‘use cavitybias ’ in the CONTROL file, see Sec. 3.1.3. Note that there are two
alternative uses of the directive: either with or without the keyword ‘mesh’. The difference
is marginal: in both cases the search for cavities is carried out among the grid nodes only.
If the keyword ‘mesh’ is omitted then attempted insertions are also carried out exclusively
on the gird nodes. However, if the keyword ‘mesh’ is present, then insertions are attempted
within the mesh cells centered on the grid nodes.

Although the cavity search on a grid and the associated bookkeeping are conceptually
simpler and also more efficient than Mezei’s (more general) original scheme, it has to be
emphasised that being limited to the grid nodes can be a rather severe restriction at high
densities, which is prone to result in artifacts due to insertion undersampling of small voids.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.2(b,c), where the cavity search on a 2D grid is exemplified for
a system consisting of “hard disks”. In the depicted configuration there is only one, very
small, region accessible for a successful disk insertion, and this “empty cavity” can only be
found if one of the grid nodes lays within that tiny region – this highlights the necessity of
having a grid with very closely spaced grid nodes. In order to alleviate the issue, in the
case where no cavity embracing a grid node is found, DL MONTE-2 attepmts
a regular unbiased insertion or deletion.

Nonetheless, the user is strongly recommended to (1) play with the grid (mesh) spacing
parameters in the input to reduce the CB undersampling effects, (2) along with the CB-
GCMC moves always employ regular MC moves (translation and rotation, as applicable)
in order to allow for the system to explore the configuration space properly.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of searching for a cavity in 2D space in the case of hard disks:
the disks (equivalent of “hard sphere particles”) are shown in light blue, the occupied
space (area in 2D) is depicted as pink circles with dashed borders, and the empty space
is inidicated by the green arrow – the only tiny cavity for successful insertion). (a) The
concept. (b) One of the grid nodes is found within the cavity. (c) None of the nodes occurs
inside the cavity; the grid is shifted with respect to the panel (b) by half the bin size.
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5.4 Gibbs Ensemble

Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo has proved an extremely popular method for studying phase
coexistence in fluids and mixtures. In this method, the system to be simulated is comprised
of two ‘simulation boxes’ which can transfer particles, and possibly also volume. The
first incarnation of Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo was to study liquid-vapour coexistence
in single-component fluids. In this case, as well as the ‘conventional’ translational and (if
applicable) rotational Monte Carlo moves applied to the particles in each box, the two-box
system as a whole is evolved via transfer moves in which a particle is moved from one
box to another, as well as volume exchange moves in which volume is transferred from one
system to the other (while preserving the total volume of the two-box system). These Monte
Carlo moves are engineered such that the sampled states for the whole system correspond
to the specified temperature and system density. The result is that if the temperature
and density corresponds to one in the liquid-vapour coexistence region, then the system at
equilibrium will have one box corresponding to the liquid phase and one box corresponding
to the vapour phase. Thus the system ‘finds’ the coexisting phases. Here, the acceptance
probabilities for the transfer and volume exchange moves are as follows. The acceptance
probability for transferring a particle from box 1 to box 2 is

Ptrans(N1 → N1−1;N2 → N2+1) = min[1,
N1V2

(N2 + 1)V1
exp{−β(∆U1(N1 ↓)+∆U2(N2 ↑))}],

where N1 and V1 are the number of particles and volume of box 1, and similarly for box 2;
and ∆U1(N1 ↓) and ∆U2(N2 ↑)) are the changes in energy of boxes 1 and 2 upon removing
and adding the particle to the boxes, respectively. An analogous equation to the above
applies for transferring a particle from box 2 to box 1. For the volume exchange in which
box 1 changes in volume by ∆V and box 2 changes by −∆V , the acceptance probability is

Pvolexch(∆V ) = min[1,
(V1 + ∆V )N1(V2 −∆V )N2

V N1
1 V N2

2

exp{−β(∆U1(∆V ) + ∆U2(−∆V )}],

where ∆U1(∆V ) and ∆U2(−∆V ) are the changes in energy of boxes 1 and 2 due to the
applied volume changes.

The incarnation of Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo just described is possible in DL MONTE-
2 (see Secs. 3.1.2, 3.1.3). Other incarnations of Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo, which deal
with phase equilibria in multi-component systems, are at the testing stage in DL MONTE-
2 and will be available soon.
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5.5 Free Energy Difference (FED) methods

Free energy is a function of the thermodynamic state and, as such, it serves as a measure
of the thermodynamic stability of a system under given external and internal constraints.
That is, the most stable state always has the lowest free energy. Written formally as a func-
tion of the parameters that are associated with the constraints, the free energy landscape
fully describes thermodynamic equilibria and metastability, corresponding to the global
and local free energy minima, respectively. On the other hand, free energy maxima rep-
resent thermodynamic barriers and, hence, (reversible) work done on pathways connecting
different states of the same system. Therefore, knowing the free energy dependence on one
or more parameters {q} (often called ‘order parameters’ or ‘reaction coordinates’), is of
great importance and help in studying phase stability, phase transformations, molecular
aggregation and many other phenomena in soft and condensed matter.

The free energy profile, F (q), along a given parameter, q, can be expressed via the
corresponding probability distribution, P (q):

βF (q) = − lnP (q) + const., (5.1)

where β ≡ 1/(kBT ), T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and the arbitrary
constant reflects the fact that it is only free energy differences, not absolute free energies,
which are physically significant. Standard MC and MD simulations sample configurations
from a thermodynamic ensemble which describes the ‘real’ system of interest. Such simu-
lations could therefore be used to measure P (q), and hence F (q).

However, in many cases the standard ‘brute-force’ sampling in q space is hindered
by either entropic bottlenecks (e.g. in crystal formation/transformation, protein folding)
and/or high energy barriers (due to strong energetic coupling, e.g. in self-organised (bio-)
molecular aggregates). In such cases, concerned with rare events and long relaxation times,
the probability of spontaneous transitioning between minima on the free energy landscape
is very low, which makes it practically impossible to obtain P (q) reliably in the relevant
q-range from an unbiased simulation.

FED methods seek to address this problem. In these methods a bias is added to the
sampling in order to ‘cancel out’ the effect of the free energy barrier. The bias is realised
by adding an extra contribution to the Hamiltonian of the system, which depends on q. We
denote this contribution as Ub(q). If Ub(q) is judiciously chosen, then the free energy barrier
is ‘canceled out’, allowing the simulation to sample the entire range of q space of interest in
a reasonable simulation time. Of course, modifying the Hamiltonian in this way means that
P (q), and hence the corresponding F (q) (see Eq. 5.1), obtained from the simulation will
not reflect the actual Hamiltonian we are interested in. Rather the probability distribution
obtained from the biased simulation will be the biased probability distribution Pb(q), as
opposed to the unbiased probability distribution Pu(q) which we are actually interested in
– and which is related to the ‘true’ free energy profile via Eq. 5.1. Fortunately Pu(q) can
be recovered from Pb(q) because we know the bias Ub(q) used to modify the Hamiltonian.
The relevant equation is

Pu(q) ∝ Pb(q) exp
[
βUb(q)

]
. (5.2)
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With this in mind the expected value of any observable O can also be obtained from the
biased simulation via

〈O〉u =

∑
iOie

βUb(qi)∑
i e
βUb(qi)

, (5.3)

where 〈O〉u is the expected value of O for the unbiased Hamiltonian; Oi is the observable
corresponding to configuration i, which has order parameter q = qi; and the sum over i is
over configurations sampled in the biased simulation.

Thus FED methods entail adding a bias to the Hamiltonian in order to cancel out a
free energy barrier, enabling the whole range of q space to be sampled efficiently, and then
removing the effects of the bias in post-processing by exploiting the fact that the bias is
known (Eq. 5.2).

In practice, however, a crucial problem is that an acceptable Ub(q), i.e. one which
sufficiently cancels out the free energy barrier, is not known from the outset. The different
FED methods amount to different approaches to solving this problem, i.e. different methods
for obtaining Ub(q). DL MONTE-2 implements the most commonly-used FED methods,
which we now describe. For a more thorough discussion of free energies and FED methods
see, e.g. [45].

5.5.1 Harmonic Umbrella Sampling

Umbrella sampling (US) under a harmonic bias (harmonic US or HUS hereafter) is one of
the oldest FED approaches [19, 20]. Nowadays HUS simulation is a standard protocol typ-
ically available in every simulation package, and DL MONTE-2 is no exception. Although
not a requirement for the method per se, umbrella sampling often employs a harmonic
biasing potential,

Ub(q) =
kf
2

(q − q0)2, (5.4)

where kf is the force constant and q0 is the parameter value corresponding to the bias
minimum. The parabolic form of the bias effectively restricts sampling to a rather narrow q-
range and, at best, allows one to overcome only one free energy barrier in a single simulation.
Therefore, it is a common practice (and the most efficient way of using HUS) to partition the
q space into a number of overlapping windows, each being explored by a separate simulation
with a window-specific set of kf and q0. From each simulation the free energy profile F (q)
for that window can be obtained from the biased probability distribution Pb(q):

βF (q) = − lnPb(q)− βUb(q) + const., (5.5)

which follows from Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2. In practice, Pb(q) is estimated from the histogram of
visits over q space, Hb(q), obtained from the simulation: Pb(q) ∝ Hb(q).

At the completion of all simulations, the data are to be pooled together to calculate F (q)
over the whole range of q space. Crucially, the F (q) for each window is only determined
up to an arbitrary constant. These constants are initially determined by the normalization
factors for Hb(q) in each window, meaning that the portions of F (q) are shifted with
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respect to one other by arbitrary amounts. Therefore, it is necessary to optimally combine
the data by “stitching together” the FE portions corresponding to separately sampled q-
windows. There exist established methods for ‘stitching’ the F (q) from all windows to
obtain the total F (q) [31, 46, 47]. The most popular is the weighted histogram analysis
method WHAM) [32, 48, 49], and it is standard practice to calculate free energy profiles
with the aid of WHAM post-processing utilities. A utility for WHAM post-processing is
also provided with the DL MONTE-2 package.

The main advantage of HUS over more modern FED methods (described below) is
its stability, owing to the use of an analytical biasing function that does not vary in the
course of simulation. A well-behaved continuous biasing potential is preferable for reliable
free energy estimates along ‘viscous’ reaction coordinates for which diffusion in the order
parameter can be variable, with fast and sluggish regions [50, 51] (which is detrimental
to the convergence of iterative methods for bias optimization). However, calculating free
energy profiles within the US framework over a broad range of q values, and especially in
the vicinity of free energy barriers (usually the most interesting regions), invariably requires
tedious trial and error simulations in many overlapping windows in order to determine the
optimal values of kf and q0 for each window, which are unknown in advance. It is for
this reason that more modern FED methods, which automate the process of determining
the optimal bias Ub(q), are superior for sampling over large regions of q space (where the
diffusion properties of q allow for that).

It is worth noting that, apart from the analytical harmonic potential, DL MONTE-
2 can work with arbitrary biasing forms provided as numerically tabulated input. This
feature also facilitates the possible use of US in production runs following optimization of
a tabulated bias with the aid of other FED techniques described below.

5.5.2 Expanded Ensemble

Different variants of the expanded ensemble (EE) method [23, 24], and a number of other
similar schemes (like the multicanonical ensemble [52], simulated tempering [53], and the
flat histogram method [54]) were devised with the aim of alleviating the limitations of HUS.
While in the HUS method the bias function is fixed, in the EE method the bias function is
iteratively updated in a set of relatively short simulations, thereby ‘learning’ the optimal
bias form for overcoming the free energy barriers in q space. This enables free energy
profiles to be evaluated in significantly broader ranges of order parameter than would be
feasibly possible with HUS.

The EE method exploits the fact that, if a bias were used which would yield a flat
histogram Hb(q) over q space (in other words, uniform sampling over q space), then Eq. 5.5
would become

F (q) = −Ub(q) + const., (5.6)

since Hb(q) is a constant for all q. Thus, the optimum bias potential should perfectly
compensate for the underlying free energy profile. The problem of determining F (q) is
therefore equivalent to the problem of determining a Ub(q) which yields a flat histogram.
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To this end the EE method employs a self-consistent iteration for automatically updating

the bias Ub(q) starting with some initial guess U
(0)
b (q) (usually U

(0)
b (q) = 0 for all q):

βU
(k+1)
b (q) = βU

(k)
b (q) + λ lnH

(k)
b (q), (5.7)

where k is the iteration number and λ ∈ (0, 1] is an adjustable feedback factor allowing
control of the convergence of the bias updating procedure. Clearly, at each iteration k a

separate simulation is performed with the current bias, U
(k)
b (q), and Eq. 5.7 is used for

updating the bias before the next (k + 1) iteration.

In practice, to optimise the numerical stability of the algorithm, the last term in Eq. 5.7

is normally replaced by ln (H
(k)
b (q)/H

(k)
ref ), with H

(k)
ref being some reference value which en-

sures that the biasing function is kept within reasonable bounds. Noting that, q space is

discretised into Mq bins for the purpose of evaluating the histogram H
(k)
b (q) and tabulating

the bias function Ub(q), sensible choices for H
(k)
ref include: the maximum or minimum num-

ber of visits for any bin in H
(k)
b (q); or the expected number of visits to any bin in the case of

a flat histogram, i.e. N
(k)
s /Mq, where N

(k)
s is the number of samples considered in iteration

k (or, equivalently, the total number of visits over all bins in H
(k)
b (q)). In DL MONTE-2 we

opted for a slightly different approach. Except for the case when q is the center-of-mass
separation (see below), upon updating the bias using Eq.5.7, DL MONTE-2 merely sub-
tracts its maximum value, Ub,max(q), so that the current free energy estimate (i.e. −Ub(q))
is always kept positive with its global minimum equal to zero. In the case of center-of-mass
separation, however, the natural ‘zero’ for the free energy profile is at infinite separation
where all the intermolecular interactions vanish. In simulations this limit is rarely reached,
but it is nevertheless natural to level the free energy profile such that its long-range tail, cor-
responding to large separations, is zero. Accordingly, for the case of center-of-mass (COM)
separation, DL MONTE-2 subtracts from Eq.5.7 the average value of Ub(q) obtained from
the 10 visited bins with the largest separations (assuming Mq >> 10).

5.5.3 Wang-Landau scheme

The Wang-Landau (WL) scheme was originally suggested for the calculation of density of
states (or entropy) [28], and later adapted for free energies. In this method the system is
constantly pushed away from areas of q space which have already been sampled during the
simulation. This is achieved by continuously updating the biasing function Ub(q). In effect,
the tabulated bias gradually takes on the shape of the underlying free energy landscape
(with the negative sign), which results in progressive flattening of the histogram over q space
Hb(q). When Hb(q) becomes sufficiently uniform, F (q) can be approximated by Ub(q) via
Eq. 5.6.

The WL bias update procedure is as follows. After every MC attempt on variation of
the order parameter q, the biasing potential for the resulting value of q is updated,

βUb(q)← βUb(q) + ∆, (5.8)
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where ∆ is an adjustable parameter ≤ kBT . Note that ∆ > 0, and so the above update
corresponds to making q less favourable in the future with regards to the sampling. Clearly,
with large values of ∆ the WL method is capable of driving the system through q space very
efficiently. However, such an ‘overrun’, albeit readily producing a flat histogram, does not
guarantee acceptable precision in the free energy profile (rather the opposite). In effect, ∆
determines the lower bound for the precision in the resulting free energy profile and, hence,
is to be gradually reduced in a series of iterations. It is common to start with relatively
large initial value, say ∆ = 1, to accumulate very rough estimates of Ub(q) in a rather short
simulation, then decrease ∆, run another, preferably longer, simulation and proceed in this
manner until a satisfactorily refined Ub(q) is obtained. The criteria for ‘a satisfactorily
refined’ bias are: (i) a sufficiently small ∆ value and (ii) a flat histogram generated by
that value. However, for complex systems obtaining a sufficiently flat histogram can be
extremely time consuming due to intricate hysteresis in sampling. It is then advisable,
upon reaching an acceptable convergence (i.e. obtaining an acceptably uniform histogram),
to fix the bias and perform a long productive simulation and then use Eq. 5.5.

Practical remarks on the EE and WL iterations.

The EE and WL protocols share one common feature - an iteration is required for bias
refinement. A typical uninitiated iteration in both cases starts with relatively short sim-
ulation runs providing initial rough estimates for the biasing function. As the iteration
progresses the length of refining runs has to be increased. Finally, a production simulation
with the obtained well-refined bias may be needed. In DL MONTE-2 this staged iterative
protocol is implemented internally, so the user can easily run the entire iteration in one go
(see the DL MONTE-2 manual for details).

5.5.4 Transition Matrix

The aim of the EE and WL methods is to determine the ‘ideal’ bias function Ub(q) which
yields a flat histogram Hb(q). In the transition matrix (TM) method [29, 30] the aim is the
same, but the approach is very different. The ideal bias function is related to the unbiased
probability distribution via

Ub(q) = −F (q) =
1

β
lnPu(q), (5.9)

which follows from Eqs. 5.1 and 5.6. In the TM method one logs the observed transitions
between regions of q space during the simulation, accumulating the information in a collec-
tion matrix Hu(q, q′). This matrix is used to calculate Pu(q) (see below), and then Ub(q),
via the above equation. Ub(q) is calculated from Hu(q, q′) in this manner continuously
throughout the simulation: as the simulation proceeds, and more transitions are logged in
Hu(q, q′), the estimate of Ub(q) becomes increasingly accurate, until eventually Ub(q) yields
uniform sampling over q space.
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To elaborate, Hu(q, q′) is a count of the number of transitions observed to have occurred
from q to q′ for the unbiased Hamiltonian. One could (though this is not done in practice,
see below) accumulate Hu(q, q′) by using the following update procedure in an unbiased
simulation: for every attempted MC move which takes the system from q to q′, perform
the update

Hu(q, q′)← Hu(q, q′) + 1 (5.10)

if the move is accepted and
Hu(q, q)← Hu(q, q) + 1 (5.11)

if the move is rejected (in which case the system remains at q after the move, which
corresponds to a transition from q to q). However this is only applicable in an unbiased
simulation, and hence is unsuitable for our purposes. Fortunately there is a generalisation of
the above procedure which can be used to obtain Hu(q, q′), even in a biased simulation: for
every attempted MC move which takes the system from q to q′, perform both the updates

Hu(q, q′)← Hu(q, q′) + p (5.12)

and
Hu(q, q)← Hu(q, q) + (1− p) (5.13)

regardless of whether the move is accepted or rejected, where p is the probability that the
move would be accepted if there were no biasing. Note that p is trivial to calculate in a
simulation which uses biasing.

In the TM method Hu(q, q′) is updated every MC move using this procedure, continually
accumulating information about the nature of the transitions over q space for the unbiased
Hamiltonian, even though the dynamics of the system is governed by a biased Hamiltonian.
With Hu(q, q′) obtained in this manner, one then estimates the transition matrix Tu(q, q′),
where Tu(q, q′) is the conditional probability of the system transitioning to order parameter
q′ given that it currently has order parameter q. The relevant equation is

Tu(q, q′) =
Hu(q, q′)∑
q′′ Hu(q, q′′)

. (5.14)

Tu(q, q′) is then itself used to calculate Pu(q) by solving the detailed balance equation

Tu(q, q′)Pu(q) = Tu(q′, q)Pu(q′). (5.15)

(See the user manual for technical details on how this is done in DL MONTE-2 ). Finally,
as mentioned above, Ub(q) is obtained from Pu(q) using Eq. 5.9.

Note that Ub(q) is updated often enough during the simulation that, in effect, Ub(q)
always reflects the ‘up-to-date’ matrix H(q, q′), and hence the ‘best possible guess’ for the
ideal Ub(q) given the information gathered so far during the simulation.

The TM method has proved extremely efficient, especially for systems exhibiting steep
free energy barriers. One reason for its efficiency is that no information is ever ‘thrown
away’. All information regarding the unbiased movement across q space that could be
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obtained from the simulation so far is ‘stored’ in Hu(q, q′), and all of this information is
folded in to the bias. Another pleasing aspect of the TM method is that it parallelises well.
One can partition q space into windows, assign different simulations to accumulate collection
matrices Hu(q, q′) for each of these windows, and then pool these matrices together, using
the resulting ‘total’ collection matrix to evaluate the total bias function Ub(q) over all q
space. DL MONTE-2 supports this methodology.

5.5.5 Lattice/Phase Switch Monte Carlo

Lattice-switch Monte Carlo (LSMC)[16, 55] is a method for evaluating the free energy
difference ∆F = F1 −F2

3 between two metastable solid phases 1 and 2.

The key feature of LSMC is a ‘switch’ MC move which, used alongside conventional
Monte Carlo moves (e.g. atom translation, molecular rotation, volume), enables the system
to explore the two solid phases under consideration in a single simulation of reasonable
length. This in turn allows ∆F to be evaluated via

∆F = −kBT ln(p1/p2), (5.16)

where p1 and p2 are the probabilities of the system being in phases 1 and 2 deduced from
the simulation. This approach is not possible with conventional simulation methods on
account of the large free energy barrier separating the phases, which prevents transitions
between the phases occurring in accessible simulation lengths.

The switch move exploits the fact that, in a solid phase, the particle positions closely
resemble the ideal crystal lattice which characterises the phase. To elaborate, in a solid the
position of particle i can be expressed as

ri = Ri + ui, (5.17)

where Ri is the lattice site for particle i and ui is the displacement of i from its lattice
site. (Note that the displacements are small since the positions closely resemble the ideal
crystal lattice). In a switch move from phase 1 to phase 2, the underlying phase-1 lattice is
‘switched’ for a phase-2 lattice, while preserving the particles’ displacements. More precisely,

the particle positions are transformed from r
(1)
i → r

(2)
i for all i, where

r
(1)
i = R

(1)
i + ui, (5.18)

r
(2)
i = R

(2)
i + ui, (5.19)

and R
(1)
i and R

(2)
i are the lattice sites for i in phases 1 and 2 respectively. Note that

the transformation yields a ‘plausible’ phase-2 configuration, i.e. the phase-2 configuration
closely resembles the phase-2 ideal lattice. This is the source of the success of LSMC:
the switch move always attempts to take the system from a configuration in the current

3Here we use the symbols F to denote a Helmholtz free energy, G to denote a Gibbs free energy, and F
to denote a generic free energy – either Helmholtz or Gibbs.
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phase to a plausible configuration in the ‘other’ phase, bypassing the free energy barrier
separating the phases.

In ‘atomic’ systems, where the particles have no internal degrees of freedom (e.g., orien-
tation, bond angles and lengths), the description of the switch transformation given above
is sufficient. However, for molecular systems there is the question of how to transform the
particles’ internal degrees of freedom during the switch [61]. In this work we only consider
molecular systems comprised of rigid molecules, for which the orientations of the molecules
constitute the internal degrees of freedom. For such systems, DL MONTE-2 employs the

following transformation for molecular orientations. Let Q
(1)
i denote the orientation of

molecule i in a reference configuration characteristic of phase 1, and similarly for Q
(2)
i . We

shall refer to Q
(1)
i and Q

(2)
i as the phase-1 and phase-2 reference orientations of i. Moreover

let Ri denote the rotation required to transform Q
(1)
i to Q

(2)
i :

Q
(2)
i = RiQ(1)

i . (5.20)

In DL MONTE-2 the switch move from phase 1 to phase 2 transforms the orientation q
(1)
i

of molecule i as follows: q
(1)
i → q

(2)
i for all i, with

q
(2)
i = Riq(1)

i . (5.21)

Thus in DL MONTE-2 the rotation linking the phase-1 and phase-2 orientations of i is
always the same, and is the rotation Ri linking the phase-1 and phase-2 reference orien-

tations for i. This mapping of q
(1)
i → q

(2)
i is suitable for plastic crystal phases, where,

by definition, all orientations of a molecule have a reasonably likely probability of being
realised at equilibrium.

In LSMC switch moves are frequently attempted. If they are also frequently successful,
the result is that the system transitions between the two phases under consideration often,
allowing Eq. 5.16 to be used to calculate ∆F . However, it turns out that, even with frequent
switch moves, transitions between the two phases are too rarely accepted for Eq. 5.16 to be
applied. In effect a free energy barrier separating the phases remains – though it is many
orders of magnitude smaller than would be the case without switch moves. Fortunately
the barrier is small enough that it can be surmounted using FED methods such as those
described earlier in this section. In this case q is the LSMC order parameter M , defined as
follows for a configuration σ:

M(σ) =

{
−∆E(σ), if σ belongs to phase 1

+∆E(σ), if σ belongs to phase 2,
(5.22)

where ∆E(σ) is the energy change upon performing a switch move from configuration σ.
It turns out that this order parameter does the job of distinguishing both phases, as well
as, when used with switch moves, defining an efficient path between the phases – see [56]
for more details.
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To summarise, there are two aspects to LSMC: switch moves, and the use of FED
methods sampling over the aforementioned order parameter. Both aspects lead to the
two phases under consideration being explored in a single simulation of reasonable length,
ultimately enabling the free energy difference between the phases to be calculated via Eq.
5.16.
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